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I 
Introduct i on 
A grea t numbe r of people do not a~preciate the significance of the 
cycl ica l pa.ttern in ne\.,r constructi on in the Uni ted St ates . Even s ome 
of the peopl e engaged in the construction indust ry do not have'a clear 
p icture of ~as t construction fi gures. For this reas on, t he author has 
set up a time series ~resent at i on in c hD.rt and t able f orm of new construc-
tion activ it y from 1915 t h rough 195J. This t he sis can then be used 
for f u t u re analysis of the many "breakdo1.m s under n evt construction i . e . 
nriva te residential a.nd non-residential, public r es i dent i a,l and non-
residential, public utilit i es , and f a rm . 
The bas ic r a\'r data. on n e,•r construct ion that is gathered by the 
Bureau of Labor St at istics 1.<ras used as the base for this thes is . A 
complete r e search project f r:dl to u ncover any othe r sources that could 
add. anything to the materia l gather8d b y the Bureau of Lab or Stat is tics . 
The orig inal sou rces, h owever, are not a.h .rays the Denartment of 
Labor . In non-residential private construction the F. W. Dodge 
Cornoration gathers data fo r 3'7 states a nd t he Bureau of La bor Statistics 
a dd to it, to g et a complete p icture for the Unit ed States. The 
me t h od s u sed by the Bureau of La bor Stati s tic s to gather complete 
info rmati on about nevr c ons t ruct ion expenditures in t he United Sta tes 
are defined in t he A:rmend i x . 
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The great variat ions in the amount of nevr building construction 
in t he United States has led the construction industry as a Hhole from 
tremendous b oom periods to the dark est depths of depression. The fact 
thP..t E)ecular va ria tion s have existed in t he past is no ind ication that 
t hey i•rill continue into the future , but the boom has ahra.ys ended and 
t he dowmrard trek once started is hard to overcome. The construction 
indust ry is de:9endent .u pon general economic conditions in the country 
and, conversely , the general economic conditions are d ependent upon 
ne~r construct ion ( a n average of 16% of national income comes from 
construction). This re solves itself into - 1-rhich came first, the 
chicken or the egg, are general economic conditions dependent on ne1·r 
construction or is ne11; construct ion dependent on people 1 s having money 
to buy ne1·r homes? 
From the charts and tables in the body of the thesis any intere s ted 
person can dra'\oJ' his 01tm conclusions as to the f u ture of the construction 
industry. The author has presented ·rha.t he thinks i•rill be t he future 
ua.ttern in constru.ction mostly from forecasts by g overnment experts, 
business economists, and men in the construction industry. 
The data a s presented in this thesis has not been analyzed 
statistically so definite statements of past conditions a nd future 
DOssibilities a re based on Judgment factors only. The t he sis could no;.r 
be used as a basis for exact statistica l analysis of the building 
cycle by students of statistics and economics . 
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Stude nts of bus iness cycles mi gh t use this dat a for buildi ng a nd bu.s iness 
cyc l e compari s ons. The leads a nd l ags of the building cycle in re l at ion 
t o other cycl e s in other busines s es mi ght f u rni sh a forecasting device 
f or bus i ne s s men. 
In Chapter V t he re s i de ntial building in seven cities a re c ompa red 
fo r the yea rs 1915 t hrough 1953. The citi es \-rere chosen so t hat t he 
maj or i ndus tria l geogra phic a rea of the United St a t es vrould be repre-
sented . Atlanta fo r the sou theast , Bost on f o r the north ea st, Cleveland 
f or t h e heavily i ndustrializ ed a rea i n Oh i o , Pennsyl vani a , Mich i gan, 
a.nd I ndi ana, Ch icago f or the mid,tJ"es t, Dallas f or the s ou thvrest, Los 
Angele s for the f a r Nes t, a nd Sea.t tle for the no r thvest . 
The r es i de nt i a l buildi ng ua.t t e r n at all of the c i ti es fol l o1-rs v e ry 
clo sel y t he na ti onal residen t ial c onstruction pattern, the r e a re, 
ho"lrrever, s ome lead arid l ags t b:?.t mi gh t be f u rt her a na l yz ed. 
The au thorr s conclus i ons , based on j u dgment of t he f acts on t h e 
cha rt s , a re :pre s ented i n each cb.a:_9ter , but for sumTiar y purposes t hey 
a re lis t ed be l ow : 
1 . The r e has bee n a pat te r n of pe aks and valleys occurri ng a t 
t i me i nt er va ls. The yea r t o yea r variat i ons a re usual ly not 
t oo great. 
2 . The re i s a st rong seas oned pattern in the construction 
industry , Februar y lO"I.•TS a.nd summe r h i ghs a re ev i dent in all 
years . 
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3. Privat e re s i dentia l building ha.s been the cause of boom 
peri od pealcs • 
4. Private non-residential building has held up the boom after 
re sdiential construction has sta rted to fall. There was 
a 3 year lag from the peak in pri vate residential building 
in 1926 to t he peak in pr i vate non-res idential in 1929. 
A similar pattern occu rred in 1950 when private residential 
building rea ched its peak and it 'v-asn 1 t until 1953 that 
pri vate non-resident i al hit it s pea...k. 
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CHAPTER I 
Total Construction in the United States 
Historic8~ ~ackground 
Seasonal Patterns 
Fu.ture Forecast 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
The chart, page 7 showing the pattern of new cor..etruction for the 
year~ 1915 through 1953, shows the instability of the industry as a 
whole. 
The booms and busts of past years have been due to many things, 
and the indications are that the causes of the wide fluctuations in 
building activity have not been cured. It remains for the future to 
determine whether Government fiscal policy can lend some stability to 
the construction industry. 
The chart on pagel4 shows the seasonal pattern of construction in 
the United States since 1915; the Februar.y lows and the summer peaks 
are well defined in every year except during the abnormal JO's. 
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During World War I, a system of priorities and restrictions almost 
eliminated ordinary civilian construction, thus causing a great accumu-
la.t ion of deferred demands. 
After World War I, it was six years (to the end of 1924) before 
deferred construction demands had been met. The six-year period we.s not, 
however, a period of continuous construction recovery; on the contrary 
it was interrupted in 1920 a.nd 1921 by a depression which a.ccompanied the 
severe deflation of all prices which followed the wild price inflation of 
1919-1920. Thus the net period of construction recovery based upon accu-
mulation of deferred demands was about four years. 
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Construction demands did not, however, fall off after 1924, but in-
creased great ly, producing four record-breaking annual volumes (1925-1928). 
New construction demands arose in connection with a great wave of 
economic expansion. This was a many-gided development, the most important 
phase of which was expansion of the automotive industr,y and allied indus-
tries (rubber, oil, etc.) 
The automotive industry, by developing cheap ears and installment 
credit, created a revolution in transportation. This expansion demanded 
factories, service stations, filling stations, private garages, hard-
surfaced highways, and many other kinds of structures. Transformations 
req~ired for adaption of community patterns to the motor age have not yet 
been completed. 
The automobile has enlarged the daily cruising radius of the average 
man three-fold, from 5 miles to 15 miles. This meant a ninefold increase 
in the effective area of urbanization, from less than 80 square miles to 
more than 700 square miles. Commercial and industrial prosperity brought 
-==-=--·- =-c~ -=--
people to the cities and the cities were overflowing into suburbs and 
outlying community areas. These population movements created demands 
for various types of construction. (The decentralization problems they 
created were ignored in the 1920 1 s, and passed on for solution to a 
* later time). 
Record-breaking construction volume and general prosperity of the 
late 1920's accompanied a great wave of economic expansion. 
During the depression period of the 30 1 s, a lack of private con-
struction sunk the general business level to the lowest point in the 
history of the country. 
The slow climb from 1933 to 1941 was interrupted only once,in 1937. 
During World War II, total construction climbed because of Government 
spending for war equipment plants. At the same time, private residential 
construction was curtailed by Government restrictions. The accumulated 
demand plus the increased national income level gave the United States 
its biggest construction years- from 19ll·6 to 1950. The reasons for the 
post-World War II boom were: 
(a) Deferred maintenance, repairs, modernization were needed. 
(b) Conversion of ,.,ar structures to peacetime standards, including 
replacement in war buildings of inferior substitute materials 
and equipment with standard materials and equipment . 
(c) Deferred new residential and no~residential private construe-
tion. 
(d) Continuing demands of a prosperous economy, including housing 
-pag e 3 
demands of growing population, improved terminal facilities, etc. 
(e) New construction demands caused by such potential expansion 
- ---" 10 _R lf-= --=--=--= ~-==--==-~==--===---===-"---'-=-=-=-==--
factors as: 
1. New product developments. 
2. Improved cost-reducing construction methods. 
J. Housing and urban development. 
4. New public improvement needs. 
5. Other expansion factors. 
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There are some who say the post-World War II building boom is over and 
that the do'imward trend in residential building since 1950 will pull the 
entire construction industry down with it. The chart on page 7 shO\i'S the 
secular variations from 1915 through 1953; the peaks and valleys are 
quite evident, showing that the construction industry as a whole is sub-
ject to boom and bust conditions. It still remains to be seen whether 
relaxing of interest payments and amounts of down payment needed to buy 
a home will have any helpful effect when the general economy trend is 
down. 
Factors A£fecting Post-World War II Boom 
Factors external to the construction industry which affected the 
magnitude of postwar constrt.1ction demand included: 
(a) Recovery and expansion of private industry, trade, agriculture. 
(b) Locations of postwar industrial and commercial activity, distri-
bution center, shipping center, internal migration of population, 
etc. 
(c) New financial instrumentalities. 
(d) Policies and programs of government at all levels. 
Of the above-listed external factors, only Government policies and prog-
rams can still be listed as having any affect in 1954. Internal migra-
======---
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tion has given Los Angeles the biggest boom in its history (see page 83 ), 
but where Los Angeles gains from internal migration, other areas must lose. 
In an important but lesser degree the magnitude of the market can be 
affected by factors within the construction industry and by the rate of 
adaptation of the industr,y to new conditions and new opportunities. 
Included in the internal problems of the industr.y in 1954 are the 
following: 
(a) Maintenance of construction costs in sound relationship to the 
general price level. This is the biggest factor in selling resi-
dential homes to buyers, who have less money tod~ than in the 
past few years. 
(b) Ready acceptance by designers, builders, building labor and the 
public of new products, and new technical developments. 
(c) Improved labor relations. Labor costs are the highest they have 
ever been, but any cut in wages will depress the general economic 
level even more than the amount saved in building the new home 
and only aggravate the present downward trend in personal income. 
(d) Modernization and liberalization of building codes. 
(e) And, over all, progressive reduction of construction costs by a 
combination of improved practices all along the line. 
Some of these problems will be progressively met by alert sales and 
marketing activities of construction industry factors. Some of these 
problems, the existence of which is daily in the consciousness of construc-
tion industry people, have in recent yee.rs brought upon the industry much 
criticism. 
A large part of the competence of our great American bu.ilders con-
page 6 
sists in the ability to overcome these handicaps so frequently cited by 
outside critics. Some of them become intensified in periods of depression 
and lose significance when construction volume is large. Abuses and un-
economic practice within the industr,r have never stopped it from accom-
plishing the purposes and programs laid down for it by the American 
people , as witnessed by the industry's great performance in carrying out 
'* the recent postwar construction program, most stupendous in all history. 
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United States 
Total Construction # 
(In millions) 
1915 3262 1935 4232 
1916 3849 1936 6497 
1917 4589 1937 6999 
1918 5118 1938 6980 
1919 6296 1939 8198 
1920 6749 1940 8682 
1921 6004 1941 11957 
1922 7647 1942 14075 
1923 9332 1943 8301 
1924 10407 1944 5259 
1925 11439 1945 5633 
1926 12082 1946 12000 
1927 12034 1947 16689 
1928 11'641 1948 21678 
1929 10'793 1949 22789 
1930 8741 1950 28454 
1931 6427 1951 30895 
1932 3538 1952 32638 
1933 2879 195.3 34843 
• 1934 3720 
Source : 
u. S . De:ot . of L~bor 
Bure a u of Labor Statistics 
# see pages 9,10,11,and12 Ne \'1 Construction 1915- 1953 
--~-~ 
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SOURCES AND TECHNIQUES FOR ESTIMATES OF EXPENDITURES 
AND LABOR REQUIREMENTS FOR NE\AJ CONSTRUCTION 
Procedures for estimating expenditures on new construction 
are determined largely by the nature · of the source data. As additional 
sources of data have become available, the coverage of the series has 
been extended from time to time, until the estimates now purport to 
represent the total value of new construction put in place in continen-
tal United States from 1915 to date. The most recent general revision, 
which establ ished the present comprehensive coverage, was completed 
about the middle of 1950. At that time, estimates were introduced to 
represent previously missing segments, including additions and altera-
tions to pri vate nonfarm residential buildings, miscellaneous private 
nonbuilding construction, atomic energy facilities construction, and 
construction under various Federal work-relief programs. 
The ~stimates undergo an annual review (usually in April) to 
introduce changes arising primarily from the use of the latest available 
source data. These revisions are generally limited to 1 or 2 preceding 
years. This year, however, improved data were available for some cate-
gories beginning with 1947; therefore, the figures for 1947 and subse-
quent years presented in previous expenditures pamphlets have been 
revised in this issue. 
The principal sources used currently for information on 
different major classes of consi:!U etion are shown in the following 
table: 
'===~-----
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SOURCES USED IN ESTIMATING EXPENDITURES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION, 
BY OWNERSHIP AND TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION 
o~~ership and type of construction Source', of basic data 
Private 
Residential building (nonfarm} 
Nonresidential building (nonfarm): 
All types 
Farm Construction: All Types 
Public utili ties: 
Railr08.ds 
Telephone and telegraph 
Other Public Untili.ties: 
Local transit 
Petroleum pipeline 
Electric light and power 
Gas 
BLS building penni t reports and 
field studies 
F. W. Dodge Construction contract 
award reports 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
Interstate Commerce Commission 
Association of American Railroads 
American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company 
Western Union Telegraph Company 
American Transit Association 
Interstate Commerce Commission 
Federal Power Commission 
American Gas Associations 
Public 
Residential 
Nonresidential building: 
Industrial 
Educational 
Public Housing Administration 
State and local housing authorities 
F. vi. Dodge and other contract 
awards data 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Office of Chief of Engineers 
Bureau of Yards and Docks 
General Services Administration 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
F. W. Dodge and other contract 
awards data 
page 10 
Hospital and institutional Community Fcacilitie~ Service-H.H.F.A. Office or hief of ~gineers 
Public Health Service 
Public Buildin~s Service,G.S.A. 
Veterans Admin~stration 
F. W. Dodge and other contract award 
data 
SOURCES USED IN ESTIMATING EXPENDIWRES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION, 
BY OWNERSHIP AND TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION continued -
Ownership and tyPe of construction Source of basic data 
Public 
All other nonresidential 
Military and naval facilities 
Highways 
Sewer and water 
Miscellaneous public service 
enterprises 
Conservation and development 
All other public 
Federal agency supervising con-
struction 
Budget of the United States 
F. W. Dodge and other contract 
awards data 
Office of Chief of Engineers 
Bureau of Yards and Docks 
Coast Guard 
Bureau of Public Roads 
F. W. Dodge and other contract 
awards data 
Bureau of the Census statistics 
of dty finances 
Civil Aeronautics Administra.tion 
F. W. Dodge and other contract 
awards data 
Bureau of the Census statistics 
of ei.ty finances. 
Bureau of Reclamation 
Office of Chief of Engineers 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
Budget of the United States 
Budget of the United States 
F. W. Dodge and other contract 
awards data 
The procedure for each type of construction follows one or 
more of three general patters: (1) all types of private construction, ex-
cept farms and public utility, and all t~~es of State and local public 
construction, except those which are federally aided, are estimated from 
contract awards or building permits; (2) construction by privately owned 
public utilities is estimated basically from financial data; and (J) most 
})age 11 
I 
most types of direct Federal and federal ly aided construction are 
estimated from progress reports on individual projects. 
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The seasonal pattern of construction is very obvious from the 
chart r on page 14 
The low point has always occurred in February, probably due to 
weather factors and the general public's tendencies to hibernate during 
the winter, plus of course the obvious fact that Februar.y has fewer days 
for accomplishing construction. 
The construction peak occurs in the swmmer and here again the 
reason is probably weather and available daylight hours. 
The seasonal pattern has been the sa~e in every year since 1915 
except for the abnormal depression years in the 30's. 
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~- tee Jan. 
---- --
1939 569 
1940 538 
1941 794 
1942 861 
1943 821 
1944 442 
1945 359 
1946 563 
1947 1015 
1948 1369 
1949 1543 
1950 1761 
1951 2150 
1952 2170 
I . 
United States Total Construction By Months 
(In Millions) 
Feb. Mar. Anr. May <June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Noy . 
--
___.__ 
517 560 630 688 757 791 791 787 757 717 
486 534 611 702 772 821 843 854 849 863 
767 836 888 965 1045 1108 1167 1168 1174 1095 
828 JD35 1103 1181 1274 1533 1457 1408 1315 1151 
755 773 759 772 755 752 722 648 588 504 
442 410 432 455 46 5 478 484 458 436 405 
353 389 416 464 488 511 526 510 533 541 
587 685 806 939 1064 1189 1270 1296 1292 1212 
983 1028 1134 1258 1413 1534 1635 1700 1752 1693 
1242 1415 1595 1825 2024 2136 2210 2181 2085 1903 
1418 1514 1644 1879 2047 2134 2212 2236 2203 2074 
1668 1851 2074 2353 2650 2788 2909 2937 2848 2634 
2030 22+9 2441 2640 2804 2878 2941 2915 2860 2624 
2093 2331 2538 2753 2936 3037 3118 3160 3094 2858 
.Source : 
U. s . Dept . of Labor 
Burea u of Lab or -=i t a. t is tics 
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FORECASTING N~v CONSTRUCTION 
In evolving a forecast for new homes, the Government agencies 
evaluate the increase in popul ation , the rate of family formation, 
the g rowing size of families, and the restless habits of A.rnerica ns 
Yhich 11 keep them moving ." They also assumed that employment and 
nersonal income ".rill continue rea sonabl y high. They came out 
\•.rith a :9rospect of :),.,000,000 housi ng starts for 1954. 
:Big Backl o~ of \'fork 
More than 45 per cent of the forec as t for privat e industrial 
buildi ng is a ccounted for by the estimA.ted backlog of ,jobs . In 
commercial construction, oacklogs as of Jan~ary 1, 1954, consist 
of 50 per cent for office buildings, we.rehouses, and lofts, and 
20 per cent for lighter c onstruction units . 
:Building of ne\'' schools is proceeding at a lively pace, a nd 
is expected to continuA at a fast gait. There ,,_•as a o a cklog of 
demand at the end of the i•rar, and the school age populat ion has 
been gaining rapidly to boot . 
Schoo l a ge population ln 1960 1.;ill be 35 to 40 per cent 
g rea ter t han in 1950, and the building b oom 1Jrill have to continue 
for at leas t several yP.ar s longer, it is felt, to get "rithin close 
distance of the dema nd. 
Again , g ro'\lring communi t i es '\lril l lJe oblig ed to ex-pand numoerous 
other facilities besides school s ; for insta.nce, 1-mter supnlies, 
se1-rag e systems, streets , par k s and playg rounds, churches, hos:.oitals, 
a nd electric, gas and telenhone utilities . 
~==-- ---==--~-=-- -- "'-=-"---'-='--'--=---==---"==---"==-= 
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Many Roads t o be Built 
lfuatever happens to the bus iness and industrial structure 
during the year that is imp ending, it is morally certain that a 
vast amount of h i gh1tra.y construction '!trill ha ve to be done if 
vehicular traffic is not to be comul etely fouled u p . Everyone is 
famili a r ,.Ji th highway conditions in this sect ion or a ny other 
t h ickly-sP.ttled section of the nation today. 
During the eight yea rs since V-J Da.y, the total numbe r of 
reg ist ered vehicles has increased by neerly 22,000,000 . As a 
resuly, the bAcklog of demt:md f or better h i gh,.rays, for replanning 
of ci ty streets, and for parki ng area.s, both indoor and outdoor, 
is tremendous.* 
Commerciel construction is expected to t ruce up some of the 
slack in industrial construction during 1954. During the depression 
a nd \<Ta r yeP. rs, fe,., new office buildi ngs \•rere put u p and , since the 
end of the '~r2 r , this activity has be en relatively limited, As 
a consequence, the occupancy rate is hig h in most fir s t-class 
office buildi ngs . Tha t r s 1-rhy it is f i gured there vJill b e consider-
able commerciBl bu ildiny in the yea r ahead . ** 
Th i s type of construction '!trill be oui ckened by the decentraliza-
tion of bus iness area.s. May corpo r ations e re building their own 
offices on t he out skirts of l a r g e urban centres. 
* 3 Feb.J,l954 
!1!!1!. 10 p l} 
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Here 1 s ho\..r officials size up the buildi ng outlook in detail ••• 
NeN dvrelling units are expected to dip 7 per cent in dollar value. 
Home imnrovement s , ho"rever , are seen header for an 18 ner cent ri ~e. 
Residential building, excluding f2.rms, will decline 4 per cent, 
over a ll. 
Industrial construction--ne"~or plants-may f all a s much as 14 per cent. 
Office buildings, 1.varehouses , lofts a re exT.)ected to climb 15 per 
cent. 
Churches, nri va.te schools a re expected to rise 6 per cent. 
Priva te hosuita l construction is expected to drop 4 pe r cent. 
Fe.rm build ing, a ffected by declining farm income, is estimated 
officially to d ecline 12 per cent in the comi ng year . 
Public- u tility exuansion is put d own for a 3 per cent gain, sparked 
by a cant inued boom in building and extending p ipe lines. 
Al together , the official estimate is for an outlay of 22 .8 
billions in private construction next ye1'1.r, against this yearf s 
23 . 4 b illions. 
Public construction i s expected to stay close to this year 's 
level. The estimate is for 11.2 billions in 1954 against 11.3 
b illions i n 1953. Increases a.re forec ast i n s chools, h i gh"rays, 
se1·rer a nd \vater s y stems. Declines a re seen in pu.blic hosp it als, 
conservation, public industries, public housing. 
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Private vs. Public Construction 
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CHAPTER II 
Introduction 
In all high boom periods, i.e. 1923-1928, 1946-1953, private in-
vestment in ne"' construction has greatly exceeded public investment. 
(\ . 
The char t on -page 26 sho\frs the trends in pi.lblic and private 
construction from 1915 through 1953. 
I 
During the JOfs public expenditures climbed over private expenditures, 
but not by an amount sufficient to hold the previous levels that total 
construction had reached. The general economic depression of the JO's 
was aggr avat ed by the greatest slump in the construction industryts 
history and the loss to the country can never be accurately calculated. 
The boom ce.used by iiJ'orld War II vms bas ically one of public non-
re s identi a.l building, when t1ar equipment pl ants vrere built at a tremendous 
r ate. There 'I·Tere restrictions on private residential building so -oent-
up demand 'lrras accomulated until the end of World Wa r II. 
In 1946 the larges t percent increase of any year in the history of 
construction occurred. The cause was the demand for private re s idential 
building while at the same time private non-residential building boomed 
in order to produce the civilian goods demanded by a public having the 
greatest amount of money in the history of the country. 
The trend in private residential building continued up until it 
r eached its peak in 1953. It rose only slightly in 1951 and 1952, but 
t he experts forecast a do,rnward slope in 1954 and 1955. 
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Public Construction 
During per iods of letdown in .private construction, economists feel 
that the slack should be taken up by public expenditures for new con-
struction in or der to control the national income. 
Public Works Programs 
Ther e is far from being any conflict between public works per se and 
private construction. Normally, public and private construction supplement 
each other. Few private construction projects could go ahead if necessar,y 
supplementary public facilities did not already exist or were not expected 
to be provided. When Congress appropriated funds for war housing it was 
also obliged to provide funds for necessary community facilities. Sound 
development of construction activity, is a question of an adequate, 
' balanced program of public and private construction, soundly conceived and 
·-soundly financed in both its component parts. 
1. Emergency Programs of the 1930's Confused the Is~~e- In the 
1930's emergency public works programs were tied up with deficit spending, 
with some work-relief projects of a boondoggling or leaf-raking character 
and others of the nature derisively described as pyramid building, that 
many people acquired a prejudiced view relative to all improvement programs 
involving the spending of public money. 
It is necessary to have a balanced view of public works programs, as 
normally carried out by agencies of our various governmental jurisdictions. 
2. Federal -Departments of the federal government build post offices, ' 
custom houses, internal revenue offices, agricultural experiment stations, 
army posts, navy yards, airfields, arsenals, river and harbor developments, 
flood control and reclE~ation projects and occasional special projects like 
-- ~ 
' · ~~_:_11?-_ILJ~ _ J ,an,_ 6,19.54 
-=-=-=4-
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Boulder Dam; such projects have usually been financed as current expendi-
tures provided for in regular approproation bills. One special project, 
the Pan~na Canal, was financed by special bond issues, for which tolls were 
pledged to meet interest and sinking-fund requirements. 
3. State - State governments undertake such works as highway programs, 
gradecrossing elL~inations, state parks, building projects for state 
departments and state institutions. 
4. Local Governments - To counties, municipalities, local improvement 
districts, school districts and other local agencies falls the responsibility 
for financing most of the public service facilities that are in daily .use 
by or. for _the people of the communities; these include streets, street 
lighting, water supply, sewerage systems, fire and police stations, schools, 
public hospital s and health centers, and public recreation facilities. 
State and local governments finance their improvement projects partly 
by current appropriations and partly with bond issues. 
5. Federal-aid Highways - An important joint program of federal and 
state governments, which has been going continuously since 1916, is the 
federal-aid highway program. Under it the f ederal government shares With 
states, on a fifty-fifty basis, the construction cost of the principal 
traffic arteries of the country. Responsibility of the federal government 
to provide for construction of an adequate national system of highways is 
recognized in Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution, which lists among 
the powers of Congress the power "to establish post offices and post roads. 11 
Thus this federal-state partnership program is entitled to be considered 
as quite separate and distinct from any emergency progr--c::.m in which the 
-== --=---= 
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federal government subsidizes projects .which are normally and properly 
state or local projects. Facilities provided in the federal-aid highway 
program are parts of a national system, not purely local conveniences such 
as sewers or fire-stations which serve only the people of the locality 
where they are built. 
6. Demands fbr Public Improvements - Strong public pressure exists to-
day and will continue to be exerted upon government at all levels, and 
very particularly upon municipal governments, to provide public improve-
ments of increa sing variety, size and cost. Extension of public health 
services, improvement of street patterns to meet modern traffic conditions, 
public recreation facilities are all types of improvements in great dem~~d. 
They are part of the necessary program of creating civilized communities 
in which there ~~1 be the greatest possible stimulus to private 
"' improvements. 
* 17 Dec , J ,l953 
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PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION DE~~ID 
Trends of Private Construction 
The trend of priva te .construction a ctivity is shown in the 
a ccompanying chart, page 26. 
The lov! point during i'lorld i'lar I '-'!as caused mostly be Govern-
ment restric t ions on priva te constru.ction for purposes of expa.nding 
the -vra r potential q_uickly. 
The Up-'S\•ri:t'l..g in building 2cti v i ty in 1921, ca rried through 
until the p eak in 1926. The f all to the d e pths of the 30 1 e was 
a ccompaili:ed by a g enera l business deure ss ion and the construction 
a c t ivity of the United Stat es \•ras a t its lo,·rest. 
Foll o"!ing the depression of 1932 , 1933 and 1934 there \vas a 
steady recovery "IIlith only one setback, the r ec ession of 1938 that 
follm,,ed the abortive minor boom of 1937. The u p;,rard direCtion of 
the recovery trend , '"i th the exception of the 1938 s etbach::, "ras 
p r actical ly uniform; recove r y of -priv2te construction narallel ·~d 
an u pward trend of nat ional inc ome. 
The decline of 1942 and 1943 is the obvious resuly of wartime 
restrictions. Since national income rose in the war years at a 
g rea tly a ccelera ted rate, it is obvious that , if there had been 
no limitations or restrictions, private construction activity '<.·rould 
have continued on the u ptrend, probably a t a n a ccelera.ted r a te. 
The p resend boom in building started v<hen World Wa r II ended 
in 1945 and has continued in tota l c onstruction all the 1•ray through 
1953. 
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TAXATION 
Both Public and private construction demand are strongly affected by 
local as well as by federal taxation. States and local governments seeking 
new sources of revenue to offset desirable reductions in real estate taxes 
find most of these sources are preempted by the federal government. 
1
Impacts of Federal Taxes- The impacts of high income surtaxes, taxes on 
corporate income, and capital gains taxes upon investment incent ives are 
subjects of wide discussion and study. These tax burdens tend to discourage 
investment in various types of private construction {such as utility im-
provements, industrial plants, commercial buildings, rental housing) just 
as they discourage investment of risk capital in new industrial and 
commercial enterprises. 
Consequently, every recurring federal tax enactment is fraught with 
significance with respect to future construction demand. 'l'he program and . 
policies Congress will adopt with respect to federal taxation will greatly 
affect such private construction as represents new business ventures of any 
kind. 
State and Local Taxes - Construction, however, . has also a very special stake 
in state and local taxation. Income derived from the rent or the use of 
buildings is taxed as income by the federal government and by some states; 
' the capital value of privately owned structures is also taxed as r eal estate 
by local govenrments, and to some extent ~ state governments. There were 
in the United States in 1941 more than 165,000 governmental jurisdictions 
with power to levy taxes and contract debt. Most of them collect the bulk 
of their revenues from property taxes; it is a matter of record that, in 
p8.gP 24 
1939, property taxes constituted 87 per cent of the total tax revenues of 
municipalities of more than 100,000 population. 
Tax Problems of the 1930's- It was drastic deflation of real property 
values in the early 1930's that made it impossible for local governments 
to carr,y out public improvement programs at the customary rate on their 
own financial responsibility and thus made necessary federal grants in 
order to get a voluneof work going. This situation is much improved today. 
However, it is generally admitted that real estate taxes are for the most 
part so high as to be very burdensome upon property owners and very dis-
* couraging to new investors. 
Effortsfor Solution- Viewing with alarm the steady encroachment of federal 
authority upon state and local prerogatives, thirteen state legislatures 
have passed resolutions demanding an amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States limiting federal income tax levies to 25 per cent of income. 
... 11 p52 Jan.6,1954 
•• 10 p6 
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PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION 
Residential Building {nonfarm) 
1. New Dwelling Units. ,. -Covers new houses, apartments, and other 
privately owned housekeeping dwellings of all types not located on farms, 
including prefabricated structures. Movable structures such as trailers 
and houseboats are not included. Expenditures for construction of tran-
sient hotels, dormitories, and clubhouses are not counted in the dwelling-
unit figures. These being nonhousekeeping quarters, the buildings 
containing them are defined as "Nonhousekeeping residential." 
This category excludes units created by the remodeling of existing 
residential structures or the conversion of nonresidential buildings into 
housing, such operations being classified under "Additions and alteration." 
Living quarters provided for superintendents, caretakelS, or watchmen in 
warehouses end factories are excluded from 11Residential building, 11 since 
construction of the living quarters in these cases are only incidental 
to the nonresidential use of the building, and usually represents only a 
minor portion of the cost. On the other hand, in the case of buildings 
which include dwelling units_ in combination with stores, the cost of the 
entire building is included under "Residential building. n 
2. Additions and Alterations.- Covers structural additions to, or 
alteratio~s of, existing residential structures (including structural con-
versions of nonresidential buildings to residential use). 
3. Nonhousekeeping.- Covers buildings containing nonhousekeeping 
living quarters such as transient hotels, dormitories, clubhouses, and 
tourist courts and cabins. 
---==--~= ==----- ---
-
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PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION 
Nonresidential Building 
F. w. Dodge Corporation reports on contract awards are used to derive 
estimates of nonresidential building expenditures; hence, the Dodge 
s.ystem of classification, with some exceptions, is used as outlined below. 
1. Industrial Buildings.r-Covers manufacturing, assembly and ware-
house buildings of all processing and mechanical industries; also refri-
geration, ice and cold storage plants of warehouses, industrial grain 
elevators and storage silos, as well as dr,y cleaning plants, laundries 
and other miscellaneous light manufacturing buildings. 
2. Warehouses, Office and Loft Buildings.--Covers commercial ware-
houses and storage buildings (except cold storage, grain elevators and 
storage silos) and office and loft buildings, including banks, building 
and loan association buildings, film exchanges and insurance buildings, 
etc. Offices, warehouses and other buildings constructed by public 
utilities are included in the total value of construction reported for 
the various utilities and e.re, therefore, not included in this category. 
3. Stores. Restaurants, and · ~M~rages.--Covers all wholesale and re-
tail stores, eating and drinking places, retail bakeries, barber and 
beauty shops, public garages and automobile repair shops and service 
stations, etc. 
4. Religious Buildings.--Covers churches, Sunday schools, taberna-
cles, s.ynagogues, mission houses, convents, monasteries, theological 
seminaries, and also funeral parlors, crematories, mausoleums, cemeter,y 
vaults, etc. 
-=---==--- ---~--== --== ----~ -=="---==~ ---
PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION 
Nonresidential Building - Continued 
5. Educational Buildings.--Covers grade schools, high schools, col-
lege buildings, libraries and museums, fine arts buildings, educational 
and commercial laboratories and science buildings, observatories, plane-
tariums, etc. 
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6. Hospital and Institutional Buildings.-- Covers hospitals, clinics, 
infirmaries, sanitariums and bathhouses for health treatments, institu-
tions, such as insane as,ylums, orphanages, old peoples' homes, poorhouses, 
etc. 
7. Social and Recreational Buildings.--Covers assembly buildings, 
auditoriums, community houses, clubhouses, lodge halls, theaters, music 
conservatories, radio broadcasting studios, gymnasiums, and other indoor 
sports buildings, n~tatoriums, locker buildings, and bathhouses, bowling 
illleys, billiard rooms, dance halls, exhibition buildings and other 
buildings used principally for social and recreational purposes. 
8. Miscellaneous Nonresidential Buildings. - Covers privately owned 
post office buildings, comfort stations, fire stations, animal hospitals, 
havens, and pounds, private garages and boathouses when built as separate 
projects, greenhouses, refreshment road stands, boiler houses, when built 
as separate projects, aireraft hangars and similar miscellaneous uonresi-
dential buildings. 
PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION 
Farm Construction 
1. Operators' Dwellings.-- Covers those reisdences of farm operators 
which are located on the farms operated. 
2. Service Buildings.- Covers barns and other buildings used in 
production, dwellings other than operators' dwellings, bunkhouses, fences, 
windmills, wells, etc. 
:page J l 
PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION 
Public Utilities Construction 
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1. Railroad.- - Covers capitalexpenditures (other than for machine~ 
and equipment) chargeable to roadbeds, tracks, bridges, trestles, and 
culvefts, elevated structures, fences, snowsheds, and signs, station and 
office buildings, roadway buildings, water stations, fuel stations, shops 
and engine houses, coal and ore wharves, telegraph and telephone lines, 
signals, power plants, power-transmission systems and miscellaneous 
structures. 
2. Local Transit.- - Covers all capital expenditures (other than 
for machinery and equipment) for "way and structures" for local transit 
compa.nies, including terminal buildings, garages, subways, power plant 
and power lines, etc. 
3. Petroleum Pipe Line. - - Covers all capital expenditures (other 
than for machinery and equipmen~ for gathering lines, trunk lines and 
general plant for coiJIIIlon carriers of petroleum and its liquid products, 
·including pumping stations, storage tanks, communication systems and 
buildings. 
4. Electric Light and Power.--Covers all capital expenditures (other 
than for machinery and equipment) for transmission, distribution and 
generating plants, including all structures, boiler plants, reservoirs, 
dams and waterways, towers, pole lines and underground conduit. Also 
includes similar construction by consumer cooperatives financed with 
funds provided under the Rural Electrification Program. 
5. ~.- Covers all capital expenditures (other than for machinery 
and equipment) for both natural and manufactured gas plants, including 
PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION 
5. Gas - Continued 
production plant, transmission lines, and storage, distribution and other 
facilities. 
6. Te1ephone.- - Covers all construction expenditures for buildings 
and outside plant, including underground and aerial plant, and drop and 
block wires. Central office and subscriber station equipment and ma-
chinery are excluded. 
7. Telegraph.- -Covers all construction expenditures for buildings 
and outside plant, including underground and aeria.l plant, etc. Station 
equipment and machinery are excluded. 
All Other Private Construction. 
1. Sewer and Water.--Covers privately owned water supply systems, 
including dams end reservoirs, filtration and disposal plants, mains and 
buildings. 
2. Other.-Covers privately owned roads and bridges, stadiums, 
swimming pools, and miscellaneous nonstructural projects such as parks 
and play grounds. 
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1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
19.25 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
United States 
Total Public Construction # 
(In millions) 
719 1935 
708 1936 
12'79 1937 
2238 1938 
1976 1939 
1352 1940 
1564 1941 
1684 1942 
1622 1943 
1901 1944 
2138 1945 
2144 1946 
2409 1947 
2485 1948 
2486 1949 
2858 1950 
2659 1951 
1862 1952 
1648 1953 
2211 
Source : 
2233 
3516 
3096 
3420 
3809 
3628 
5751 
1066o 
632.2 
3073 
2398 
2362 
3433 
4825 
6405 
7000 
9331 
10826 
11228 
U. ~ . Deyt . of Labor 
s ee page s 35 through 42 Bure a u of IJabor Statistic s 1Te\v Cons truction 1915- 1953 
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NONFEDERAL PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION (INCLUDING FEDERAL-AID PROGRAMS) 
In general, buildings and appurtenances in non-Federal public 
construction projects are classified in accordance with the intended pur-
pose of the sepa~te buildings or appurtenances, similar to the classifica-
tion of private nonresidential buildings, detailed on p. 95 . However, 
for many large projects in the .non-Federal public categoT,1, all types of 
work (buildings, sidewalks, sewer and water systems, etc.) are classified 
in accordance with the use to be made of the project as a whole. Thus, 
all the const ruction for a major hospital facility, (buildings, sewer, 
water, etc.) is classified as hospite~ construction. 
Residential Building 
Covers new and converted houses, apartments, and other housekeeping 
dwellings constructed by State and local authorities; and all dormitories, 
nurses' homes, physicians' ~uarters, etc. 
Nonresidential Building 
1. Educational Buildings.--Govers elementary, secondary school, and 
college classroom buildings; laboratories and shops; administrative, and 
cafeteria buildings and garages when built at the site of the school 
plant; auditoriums and gymnasiums when contained in a building used for 
school purposes, libraries, art galleries and museums. Separate auditori-
ums, gymnasiums and stadiums, etc., are classed under "Social and 
Recreational Buildings" and dormitories and faculty houses are classed 
under "Residential Building." 
2. Hospital and Institutional Buildings. - Covers general, mental, 
tuberculosis, and chronic disease hospitals, clinics and infirmaries, 
child centers and nurseries, orphanages, poorhouses and o~d peoples' 
NONFEDERAL PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION (INCLUDING FEDERAL-AID PROGRAMS) 
Hospital and Institutional Buildings Continued: 
homes, and other institutional buildings; all bUildings in connection 
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with hospital and institutional facilities except dormitories and residences 
for attendants, doctors, nurses, which are classified as "Residential 
Building." 
). Public Administration Buildings. - -Covers courthouses and city 
halls, government office buildings, State capitols, administration buildings 
in connection with publicly owned utilities, armories, fire houses, and 
other public nonresidential buildings. 
4. Social and Recreational Buildings.- - C.overs a_ssembly buildings, 
auditoriums and community buildings, .theaters, gymnasiums and athletic 
buildings, bathhouses and indoor rinks, exhibit buildings and miscellaneous 
park buildings, and such structures as stadiums, grandstands, swimming 
pools, etc. 
5. Miscellaneous Nonresidential Buildings.- - Covers garages and 
service stations, restaurants and cafeterias if independent facilities, 
manufacturing buildings and warehouses, terminal buildings, airport ter-
minals and hangars, boiler houses, grain elevators, greenhouses, 
crematories, jails and penitentiaries, reformatories and detention homes, 
police stations, workhouses, juvenile training schools, and other penal 
and corrective buildings, and other public buildings not elsewhere classi-
fied. 
Highway Construction 
Covers streets, roads, alleys, bridges, vehicular tunnels, viaducts, 
-- =---~ 
NONFEDERAL PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION (INCLUDING FEDERAL-AID PROGRA1'1S) 
Highway Construction -Continued 
sidewalks, curbs and gutters, culverts, and flood-control and flood-
prevention structures in connection with road construction or improvement. 
Sewage Disposal 
Covers all sanitary and drainage sewerage systems, sewage disposal 
plants, incinerators, and drainage ditches ather than in connection with 
highway or conservation work. 
Water Supply 
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Covers all publicly owned water supply ·S,Ystems, including filtration 
and treatment plants, pumping stations, reservoirs, water towers, aqueducts, 
and other transmission and distribution facilities. 
Miscellaneous Public Service Enterprises 
Covers publicly owned electric light and power plants, gas facilities, 
central heating plants, local transit systems, and other public service 
utility facilities (except water supply and sewage disposal); waterfront 
development, including docks, piers, harbor improvements, sea walls, 
jetties, barge terminals; also includes nonbuilding construction in con-
nection ~~th airports. 
Other Nonbuilding Construction 
ccvers non-Federal conservation and development work such as dams, 
levees, drainage ditches, canals, and other flood control and prevention 
work; other conservation work such as irrigation, dredging, fish hatcher-
ies, etc.; all nonbuilding construction in parks and playgrounds, street 
and other lighting, police radio and signal towers, retaining walls, 
NONFEDERAL PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION (INCLUDING FEDERAL-AID PROGRA!vlS) 
Other Noobuilding Construction - Continued: 
memorials, and other public nonbuilding aonstruction not elsewhere 
classified. 
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FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION 
The classification of most direct Federal construction (as dis-
tinguished from Federal-aid construction), because of the nature of the 
work and the procedures for reporting estimates of construction progress, 
is on a broad functional basis. Direct Federal construction activity 
normally is primarily concerned with (1) national defense, and (2) the 
protection, control, and development of the Nation's natural resources. 
All construction work at Federal military installations except industrial 
plants,--whether housekeeping dwellings, bachelor quarters or barracks, 
hospitals, airfiel~ storage and training facilities, or sewer and water 
systems-is included under "Military and Naval Construction." Likewise, 
all Federal construction activity in connection with reclamation and 
irrigation, flood control, and river and harbor improvement, is included 
under "Conservation and Development Projects," regardless of type of work 
involved. With the exception of housing, all construction at Government-
owned industrial plants and at the sites of Atomic Energy Commission in-
stallations, is included in "Industrial Buildings." Other direct Federal 
activity, principally the construction of Federal Government buildings, 
post offices, veterans' hospitals, and facilities needed for development 
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and use of Federal lands, is classified in the appropriate construction ttpe. 
Residential Building 
Covers all federally owned housing (at time of construction) under the 
Public Works Administration Program, and dwelling units and dormitory ac--
commodations built under the defense program of the United States Housing 
Administration, and under the war program of the Federal Public Housing 
- -· ---
FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION 
Residential Bui lding - Continued 
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Administration, and also dormitories and housing units built at Atomic 
Energy Commission installations. Trailers and portable units are excluded. 
Nonresidential Building 
1. Industrial Buildings.--Covers all facilities of the Atomic Energy 
Commission, except housing; all construction at Federal navy yards, gun 
factories, ship yards, quartermaster depots and other industrial plants 
built by or for the Army, Navy, Air Force, Maritime Commission, and Defense 
Plant Corporation, even though privately operated. In addition to the 
industrial buildings themselves, such related facilities as sewer and water 
systems, . roads, schools, hospitals, recreational facilities, and miscel-
laneous utili ties are included in this category. Experimental and testing 
laboratories are included under the 11Military and Naval" classification. 
In all cases the va.lue of machinery and equipment is excluded. 
2. Hospital and Institutional Buildings.--Covers all veterans' hos-
pital and domiciliary facilities as well as other federally owned nonmilita-
ry hospitals, such as those operated by the Federsl Security Agency. All 
construction in connection with the hospital or institutiibnal plant is 
included, such as administration and offi,ce buildings, water tanks and 
towers, water-treatment plants, sewage-disposal pls.nts and other utilities; 
also other auxiliary facilities such as la~dries, cafeterias, recreational 
facilities, etc., residential quarters for doctors, nurses, and attendants. 
3. Public Administration Buildings.- -Covers .f ederal office buildings, 
court houses, post offices, customs houses, immigration and quarantine 
-- -~~-- =--...=; -
FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION 
3. Public Administration Buildings.-Continued: 
stations, etc. 
4. Miscellaneous Nonresidential Buildings.-Covers .Federal airport 
terminal and hangar facilities, penal and correctional institutions, and 
other Federal nonresidential building not elsewhere classified. 
Milita£Y and Naval Construction 
Covers all construction at Federal military establishments including 
administration and training buildings, warehouses, barracks, bachelor 
quarters and housekeeping units, mess halls, recreation centers, chapels, 
powerhouses, post and general hospitals, heating plants, commissaries, ex-
perimental and testing laboratories, rifle ranges, airfields, roads, sewer 
s,ystems and water-supply facilities, piers, docks, fleet facilities, and 
radio and radarfacilities, depots and other Federal industrial plants is 
segregated from other military projects and included .under the "Industrial" 
category. 
Conservation and Development Projects 
Covers all construction in connection with reclamation, river, harbor, 
flood control, and soil conservation projects, including the construction 
of dams, reservoirs, pumping stations, power plants, tunnels, levees and 
revetments, access roads, towers, transmission lines, and telephone s.ystems 
and installation of generating equipment, building of roads and railroads, 
dredging, and the construction of dwellings, barracks, office buildings, 
warehouses, garages, sewer s.ystem and water-treatment plants, etc. 
Highway Construction 
Covers construction of roads in National Parks and F'orests, and on 
other p~bli~lands. 
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FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION 
Other Nonbuildi ng Construction 
Covers miscellaneous nonbuilding cons truction work not elsewhere 
classified. 
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CHAPTER III 
Residential and No~Residential Construction 
1. Private Residential vs. Private No~Residential 
2. Private Residential vs. Public Residential 
3. Private No~Residential vs. Public Non-Residential 
,, 
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CHAPTER I I I 
Int rod.uction 
This chapter deals with private and pnblic, residential and non-
residential construction; it compares each of these factors during 
booms and busts and forecasts the trend in 1954 and 1955. 
The need for more new residential homes is clearly shown on page 49 
but the ability to purchase depends on the national income level. 
Private and pnblic residential building is shown on the chart on 
page 50. Private residential building has always been much greater than 
pnblic resident ial building; in fact, up until 1934 there was no public 
residentia.l construction. 
II 
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In the United States private building has been the mainstay of all 
booms, with public construction a dominant factor only in depressions 
and. during "rars • 
Residential building has always accounted for a greater percenta~e 
of private construction expenditures than has non-residential building. 
The booms of 1921-1928, 1939-1941, and 1946 to date were all residential 
construction booms and considering the increasing population trends the 
potential increased need for new homes is still tremendous. 
When private residential building starts downward, however, the boom 
is over and there has never been enough other construction, i. e. public, 
private non-residential, public utility and farm, to take up the slack. 
The only way to increase the number of new homes sold, after a downward 
trek has started, is to be sure the buyers have enough money to buy. 
This involves Government fiscal policies and the general economic level 
of the country. 
According to the theorists, the private residential boom may be held 
up by Government fiscal policy at any point by easier or tighter mortgage 
I 
credit, and lower or higher initial down payment policies set by the Gov- il 
ernment. However, this has never been proven in an economy of declining 1 
income. II 
II 
Contrary to popular opinion, public residential building in the 
United States has been a very small part of total residential construe-
tion, see chart on page 50· Until 1934 there was no Federal residential 
construction. 
i In no~residential construction private and public activities have 
i been closer together than in residential construction. The private 
I' 
II 
II 
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building has been greater in every year except the World War II years 
of 1941, 42, 43 and Ll-4. 
The official estimates are that the construction industry will decline 
only 2 per cent in 1954 from this yea r 1 s record levels ..• from a gross of 
$34,720,000 ,000 to $34,000,000,000. 
If these estima tes turn out to be right, this industry should prove a 
stabilizing f actor in our over-all economic outlook. Construction and autof 
mobiles are the t wo giants of the national economy , and it is ha rd to 
imagine any very serious recession as long a s one or either continues run-
ning in high gear.* 
,, 
Fewer New Homes, More Public Construction 
The r e are, of course, many kinds of construction, but the industry 
roughly divides itself into three segments ..• private residential, private 
non-residential, and public building. 
Ea.ch of these three segments is about eq_ually imnortant, .accounting 
for approximately one-third of the industry's grand total in recent years. 
This division makes for overall st ability. 
For instanc~. the e s tima tes a re t hat expenditure for private housing 
will drop this yea r by 4 per cent • . . and for ne'\or dvrelling units taken 
alone by around 7 pP.r cent. 
T~is drop , ho,.,e?er, promises to be offset by a 10 per cent increa se in 
I 
high"ray expenditure, a nd 8 p e r cent boost in set·rer and "rater works, and an II 
ll ne r c ent increa se in school building.*"' I 
*8 Ma rch 1954 p 10 
**17 p 14 January 26, 1954 
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HOME OT·TliJ'ERS BY HTCOME GROUPS 
As ex'Pected t he grea ter t he f amily income, the more lik ely 
the f amily i•rill Oio•n its Oi•rn home. 
Th e su-orising f a ct i s that in the lovre s t income clas s, 
under $1,000 dolla.rs, more families ovrn t heir mm home tha n r ent 
(48% to 40%). 
NOliFA.Rr1  FAMILIES* 
d. ;;oHome- %Rent- % 
Family I ncome O'"ming Pa ying Neither 
Under $1,000 48 40 12 
$1' 000-$1 ' 999 44' 49 7 
$2,000-$2, 999 39 56 5 
$3·, 000-$3 ' 999 54 45 1 
$4,000-$4,999 55 43 2 
$5,000-$?,499 63 36 1 
$7 ,500 end over 76 23 1 
Aver age 54 42 4 
... In thi s table, f ami li es include s in:d e -pe:f sons too . 
Source : Federal Rese r ve Boa rd, 1952. 
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MAJORITY OF N~RICAlTS LIVE I N P~l930 HOUSING 
Only aoou t a fifth of all America n families live in p os t-
,.rar h omes. The great mojori ty still d'.,rell in older h ouses or 
apartments . 
To re hous e a fifth of America in nine years is, of course, 
no mean a ccompli shment "by the building industry. But t ha t doesnft 
turn the other four-fifths -- includ ing the 41 per cent still 
l iving i n homes "bu ilt before 1 920. 
Thes e figures, incidenta1ly include a-partments a s well as 
private h ouses. I n the case of conversions, the age of the orig ina l 
structure is u s ed. 
The Government t s Housing and Home Fina nce Agency, points out, 
that a ge by it self is no measure of a hom e 1 s quality. In fact the 
same :_oroportion of 01,rner-oc cupied pre,•rar homes a re e s timated to 
b e 11 a.dequa te 11 , a.s a re :_oost-,.,rar homes . 
In each cat'e , a b out four-fifths of all units a re r ated 
ade quate -- neither d il a p i da ted nor lack ing inside toilet facilities . 
Only in renta.l housing d o the :_orevra.r units rank lo\r.rer. 
Pres i dent Ei s enh01-rer, in his hous i ng messag e, asked f or some 
of the same f ina.nci ng ass i stance for olde r houses t ha t g overnment 
no"\or g i ves ne"' home buyers . 
1945 on 21% 
1 930-1944 19% 
1 920-1929 19% 
Before 1920 41% 
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1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
19.20 
19.21 
19.2.2 
19.23 
19.24 
19.25 
19.26 
19.27 
19.28 
1929 
1930 
1931 
19.32 . 
1933 
1934 
United States 
Total Private Residential ~onstruction # 
(In millions) 
1.2.20 19.35 1010 
1375 1936 1565 
1190 1937 1875 
915 1938 1990 
1850 1939 .2680 
.2015 1940 .2985 
.2105 1941 3510 
3360 194.2 1715 
4400 1943 885 
5060 1944 815 
5515 1945 1100 
5600 1946 4015 
5160 1947 6310 
4770 1948 8580 
36.25 1949 8267 
2075 1950 1.2600 
1565 1951 10973 
6.30 .1952 ll100 
470 1953 11905 
625 So urce : 
U. ~ . Dept . of Lab or 
:Bureau of Le.oor Stati st ics 
#= see appendi x pp 95 ,96 ,and97 New Construction 1915- 1953 
*= 
1915 0 
1916 0 
1917 0 
1918 28 
1919 14 
1920 0 
1921 0 
1922 0 
192.3 0 
1924 0 
1925 0 
1926 0 
1927 0 
1928 0 
1929 0 
19.30 0 
1931 0 
19.32 0 
193.3 0 
1934 1 
~age .52 
- -- ~----
United States 
Public Residential #= 
(In millions) 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
195.3 
Source : 
u. • Dept . of 
9 
61 
93 
35 
65 
. 200 
430 
545 
739 
211 
80 
374 
200 
156 
.359 
345 
595 
654 
.5.54 
a.o or 
Bureau of Lab or Statistics 
#= see appendix pp 10.5 and 106 Ne w Construction 1915-1953 
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No~residential construction, as shown by the chart on page 54 
has had the same peaks and valleys as total constructions, but usually 
at later years. 
picture occurred 
The peaks in the private residential construction j 
in 1926, 1941, and 1950, while the private no~residenti 
construction pea~s occurred in 1929, 1942 (war boom) 1946, and 1953. 
It appeaxs that private no~residential construction has its biggest 
boom after the private residential boom has slowed down. This fact 
would help to explain why total construction does not rise or fall too 
rapidly, but is extended at either high or low levels for many years. 
The Pu.blic and Priva.te expenditures for new construction in the 
II 
II 
non-residential field are closer together than they are in the residential 1 
,I 
II This shows somewhat the trend in the United States for the field. 
government to get into the industrial and commercial fields on a large 
scale. It is quite the opposite from the residential picture when 
government expenditures are of only minor importance. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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,___ 
1915 478 
1916 716 
1917 800 
1918 731 
1919 '1082 
1920 1964 
1921 14.34 
1922 1457 
1923 1697 
1924 1675 
1925 2060 
1926 2513 
1927 25.34 
1928 2573 
1929 2694 
1930 2003 
1931 1099 
1932 502 
1933 406 
1934 456 
# see -pages 29 a nd JO 
-
United otates 
Private Non-Residential# 
(In millions) 
1935 
1936 
1937 
19.38 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
194.3 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
,::J ource: 
u. s. Dept . 
472 
713 
1085 
764 
786 
1025 
1482 
635 
2.33 
351 
1020 
.3341 
.3142 
3621 
3228 
3777 
5152 
5014 
5676 
of Lab or 
3 ure au of Lebor .:ite.tist i c s 
New Construction 1915- 1953 
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CHAPTER IV 
Boom or Bust in Euilding Constrnction 
1. Public vs. Private Construction 
2. :Breakdown of Total Constru.ction 
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CHAPTER IV 
Introduction 
This chapter shows the secular variations in new construction for 
the years 191.5 through 1953. The boom and bust years are analyzed and 
the possibilities of levelling them through Government fiscal policies 
are discussed. The chart on page 60 shows total construction from 1915 
through 1953 in terms of 1947-49 dollars. 
This chapter also deals with the breakdowns of total construction 
into the various types, and the nature of construction demand. 
The breakdowns are based on the Government system of classification 
of total construction into private residential, private non-residential, 
pnblic, public utilities, farm and others. These breakdowns are com-
pletely defined in the Appendix. 
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NATURE OF CONSTRUCTION DE~~TD 
Construction demand a rises from two i mportl01.nt sources: 
( a_) Needs for repl acements, moderni~ation, maintenance , repairs. 
(o) Needs for new facilities. 
The first cat egory of needs i s a.hrays uresent even in a st at ic 
economy or a. depression period . It employs the construct ion industry 
on a moderate scale only . 
The second category of needs a rises ~,,hen ne;.r economic f actors 
encourage vast investments of capit al in new facilities--faciliti8s 
for industry , trade, family and community life. Periods of general 
economic, expansion a re periods of prosperity and full employment 
of the construction industry. There is a QUest ion whether constru-
. ct ion of i tself creates expansion, but in exercising its essential 
f unction of embodyi ng the f actors of expansion in physical f orm i t 
i s inextr icabl y tied u p 1·ri th expansion , as is indeed our 'ttThole 
* cauit alist, or enterprise , system. 
* 10 pp 8-9 
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CONSTRUCTIONS PLACE I N THE ECONOMY 
Every economist today is ,.;atch ing construction -- the huge 
seed i ndustry to our genera l bus iness activity . 
Not only does all construction amount t o s ome 1 6 percent 
of nat ional income, it is the i ndust r y \vhich sparks othe r industries. 
Nevr homes mean new furnish i ngs , new streets, ne1f! schools, even 
new a.utomobiles. Nevr f ac tories mean ne~.r machi nes a nd ne'llr j obs. 
'\vhen c onstruction is rolling in high gear ,,re p rospe r. ive 
suffer economica lly when it decl ines. * 
It i s for the above r easons, of course , t hat publ ic \•rork s a re 
g enera l ly regarded as a g ood ha rd-times medic ine. In periods of 
recession , private construction is cut a s a matter of necessity, 
and thA theory is that thi s cut may be at leas t partially offset 
by heavy construction p rogram s of the Federal Governm ent. 
There is, however, one fly in this ointment. The most im-
port ant f act or in · public "llro r ks i s not Federal expendi ture, but 
local and state p rojects. 
Publ ic \vorks of all k i nds amount to bu t 4 percent of ou r 
nationa l i ncome -- and projects of the Federal Government to only 
1 1/2 percent. Furthe r more , locAl a nd state s pend i ng on contruction 
has in t he pas t declined in t i mes of r ecessi on exac t l y a s has 
p r i,rate snending ( as loca.l g overnme nt s pu l l in their horns in 
fe a r of rising t ax r ates). 
~-1 ~~b~2 .1.~3~5~4~=============~~================== 
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Government Stimulates Building Activity 
But actually the hand of Government is much stronger on the 
throttle of the building industry t han ever the past figures \.rould 
sugg est. 
In the first place, it is the policy of the Federal Govern-
ment that has sparked the i•rhole private residential boom in recent 
year. 
It ,.,as the Government 1 s entrance into the mortgage field 
during the depression that established the principle of lo'" dmro 
payments and a mortgag e paid off in monthly installments.. This 
opened home o,mership to mi;Llions •.• about $35,000,000,000 in 
mortgages have in recent ye1:1rs been ''rri t ten in this '\>ray. 
In addition, about 4o uer cent of our entire home mortgage 
debt of $60,000,000,000 carries some of Government guarantee •.. 
either through the Federal Housing Administra.tion or the Veteranf s 
Administration. 
And. finally the Government, through its 11 quick vrrite-off11 
ta.x incent ives has made it easy for many businesses to spend money 
for ne\•T plants. 
In short, Government helps a lmo st t he vrhole construction 
industry ... \vi th assists from local and state gove rnments. And 
this adds stability to vrhat 1..ras once the most unstable of industries. 
If the industry ever does start to f alter seriously the Government 
* >·rill be in there propping a very large vray. 
* 17 March 10,1954 
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The chart on page 64 shows private residential and non-residential, 
public, and public utility spending for new construction for selected 
boom and bust years. 
The average for the 37 years (1915-1952) shows that private residen-
tial accounts for 31% - that private non-residential accounts for 16% -
that public spending accounts for 35% - and that public utilities account 
for 12%. The extra six percent is made up mostly of farm building. 
In the bust year of 1933 and the pre-war year of 1940, public 
expenditures rose to 5~ and 42~ respectively, showing the tremendous 
increases over the average for the 37 years. The increase in Government 
speniing in 1933, how·ever, was not large enough to offset the decline in 
private s~nding and the industr.y as a whole declined to the lowest point 
in its history. 
In the boom years of 1915, 1926, private residential building ac-
counted for 37% and 46% of the total expenditures. 
In 1952 all the breakdowns were within 3% of the average for 37 
years. 
-- --·=-1=~~r=-·=--:-== 
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The chart on page 69 shows a complete year by year breakdown of all 
the t~es of new construction from 1915 through 1953. 
Private non-residential construction accounts for an aver age of only 
~ 16~ of total constrnction; the greatest it has ever been occurred in 1947 
1 when it accounted for 33~ of total expenditures. 
Private residential construction is the biggest fs.ctor during boom I~ 
periods. For the years 1921 through 1929 private residential building 
accounted for about 45% of total construction. There are ueually no quick 
rises or falle in residential construction, but rather a. series of steps 
\, slowly going up or down. The Government policies of mortgage money control 
/I through the Fede~al Housing Authority and the Veterans Administration were 
1. factors in the 1946-1950 boom. The downward trends in residential buildir~ 
\ may be overcome by a more liberal policy for down r~yments and length of 
I time required to pay off the mortgage. President Eisenhower has requested 
11
such a program from Congress, out as yet nothing has been done to pass the 
required legisla.tion. 
During periods of depression (not~ceably in the 30's), pnblic expendi-
1 tures for new construction are increased. The percentage increases,shown 
I· on the 'tablEt on page 70 , are inflated because of falling off of private 
II expend! tures at a faster rate than pu.blic expend! tures were increased. 
!1 There has been an economic theory that the Government can control 
II general economic levels in the country with expenditures for "Public Works" 
~ . 
j new construction in periods of declines. So far this theory has not been 
page 67 
I! tested. The Government of the 30's spent more for new cons tru.ction than ha.d 
1
,previou.sly been spent but it was not nearly enough to overcome the deficit 11 
!l in private expenditures. The present slowing down of new residential con- 1 
II 
--t· 68 
I struction might be halted qu.ickly by an injection of Government spending 
I in this area. However, the farther the trend fe~ls the harder will be the 
I . . 
task of getting back up to the high levels of 1950. 
===F==========o==========================~==============~~~----~= 
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Percen t of Total Unite d States Construction 
Private Private ~J on- PUblic 
Dates Residen tial :Reside ntia l Farm Utili ties Others Public 
1915 37 15 7 17 2 22 
1916 36 19 8 17 2 18 
1917 26 . 18 10 17 1 28 
1918 18 14 9 14 1 44 
1919 29 17 10 11 1 31 
1920 30 29 8 11 1 20 
1921 35 24 4 10 1 26 
1922 44 19 4 10 1 22 
1923 47 18 3 13 1 17 
1924 49 16 3 13 1 18 
1925 48 18 3 11 1 19 
1926 46 21 2 12 1 18 
1927 43 21 3 12 1 20 
1928 41 22 3 12 1 21 
1929 34 25 3 15 1 23 
1930 24 23 2 17 1 33 
1931 24 17 2 15 1 41 
1932 18 14 1 13 1 53 
1933 16 14 2 9 2 57 
1934 17 12 2 . 9 1 59 
1935 24 11 3 9 1 53 
193b 24 11 2 8 L 54 
1937 27 16 3 10 e 44 
19 38 29 11 2 9 s 49 
1939 33 10 3 8 s 46 
1940 34 12 3 9 T 42 
1941 29 12 3 7 h 48 
1942 12 5 2 6 a 76 
1943 11 3 3 7 n 76 
1944 15 7 5 14 58 
1945 20 18 5 15 5 43 
1946 33 28 7 11 " 20 
1947 38 19 8 14 II 21 
1948 40 17 7 14 II 22 
1949 36 14 7 15 II 28 
1950 44 13 6 12 " 25 1951 36 17 5 12 30 
1952 34 15 2 12 1 22 % Averag e 31 I6 5 12 -y- 35 
Source : 
u. s . :ve,t . of Lab or 
Bure a u of L b or ~ t~tis tics 
lie'" Cons truc t ion 191 5- 1953 
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CHAPTER V 
Comparison of Selected United States Cities 
Atlanta 
Boston 
Chicago 
Cleveland 
Dallas 
Los Angeles 
Seattle 
II 
l 
I 
I 
I 
CHAPTER V 
Introduction 
The seven cities of Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Los 
I Angeles, and Seattle were chosen by the author on a geographic basis to 
I 
show the pattern of private residential construction in these cities for 
1 the years 1915 through 1953. 
In general, the peaks and valleys in every city correspond very 
closely to the national private residential construction picture. The 
area having the biggest boom in residential housing since the end of World 
! War II is Los Angeles, see chart on page 83 • 
,I 
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1 The chart on page 74shows the relative picture of private residential 
I 
I constru.ction in Boston and Seattle for the years 191.5 through 19.53. These 
I two cities are compared to show the trends in the west and the east for 
1 cities of approximately the same size. 
I 
1 As is quite evident Boston was well ahead of Seattle in the years up 
\ 
, to World War II, but from 1940 on Seattle's residential building has gen-
1 
1 erally been ahead. 
I The peaks of 1916, 1922, 1926, 1940, 1946, 1948 and 195D occurred at 
I both cities; the valleys of 1921, 1933, 19LJlt· and 1949 were also evident in 
! both cities. Seattle did not show a decline in 1918, 1923, 1926 and 19.52 
I 
11 while Boston did. 
1 The dollar amount of residential construction in Boston and Seattle 
!1 in recent years (194.5. to date) has been very close, but Seattle has Ji~d. ·· 
I 
j in the number of homes built. 
Boston includes the following: 
Suffolk Cou.nty 
Middlesex County including cities of Cambridge, Everett, Malden, 
Medford, Melrose, Ne~non, Somerville, Waltham, Woburn, and 
towns of Arlington, Ashland, Bedford, Belmont, Burlington, 
Concord, Framingham, Lexington, Lincoln, Natick, N. Reading, 
Reading, Stoneham, Wakefield, Watertown, Wayland, Weston, 
Wilmington and Winchester. 
Essex Count:v - cities of Beverly, Lynn, Peabody, Salem s..nd. towns 
of Danvers, Hamil ton, Lynnfi.eld, Manchester, Marblehead, 
Middletown, Nahant, Saugus, Swampscott and Wenham. 
I' 
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Pl.ymquth County - Hingham and Hu.ll. 
Norfo1k County - cities of ~incy and towns of Braintree, Brook-
line, Canton, Cohasset, Dedham, Dover, Medfield, Milton, 1 
Needham, Norwood, Randolph, Shs.ron, Walpole, Wellesley, 1j 
Westwood and Weymouth. 
Seattle includes: 
King 1s CoUnty Washington 
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BOSTON 
Total Constp1ction 
Number of Valuation Number of Valuation 
Residential in Residential in 
Homes Dollars:- HQWeS Dollars 
1915 6328 29,114,000 1935 6241 15,416,000 
1916 9045 49,201,000 1936 6370 17,882,000 
1917 467) 23,294,000 1937 5919 21,882,000 
1918 3977 17,040,000 1938 5421 15,1.3.3,000 
1919 6042 23,521,000 19.39 5222 20,402,000 
1920 6420 28,168,000 1940 . 4971 17,104,000 
1921 945.3 25,6o2,000 1941 1802 28,225,000 
1922 9017 57,497,000 1942 277 21,150,000 
192.3 9297 40,676,000 1943 27 6,056,000 
1924 11387 53,032,000 1944 4,886,000 
1925 10965 70,718,000 1945 48 10,053,000 
1926 9815 51,484,000 1946 1023 42,906,000 
1927 9839 6o,987,000 1947 890 .31,577,000 
1928 9255 55,699,000 1948 1642 54,987,000 
1929 8169 5.3,834,000 1949 1598 43,175,000 
1930 7496 26,906,000 1950 2.35.3 68,068,000 
1931 7694 33,968,000 1951 3610 60,568 '000 
1932 5964 11,695,000 1952 1390 45,983 , 0 0 
19.33 5513 7,562,000 1953 1J35 n.a. 
1934 5317 9,382,000 Source : 
u. S ; Dept. of Lab or 
Bureau of La bor ::5tatistics 
~e 1·1 Construction 1915- 1953 
--- --- ~- --
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SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
Total Construction 
Number of Valuation Number of Valuation 
Residentia+ in Residential in 
Dates Hames ~pella~:-· Dates Homes .Do:llars· 
----·-
1915 8,217 6,457,000 1935 3,474 3,827,000 
' 
1916 8,486 8,305,000 1936 4,172 6,798,000 
1917 7,736 6,714,000 1937 4,046 7,183,000 
1918 12,016 10,876,000 1938 4,147 8,408,000 
1919 12,993 15,576,000 1939 5,221 12,701,000 
1920 9,702 13,631,000 1940 5,9l6 34,994,000 
1921 10,845 12,816,000 1941 4,94[3 36,152,000 
1922 10,036 19,624,000 1942 3,391 22,385,000 
1923 10,338 22,951,000 1943 4,306 24,148,000 
1924 10,471 27,212,000 1944 1,724 17,290,000 
1925 11,803 30,627,000 1945 2,827 20,828,000 
1926 10,924 34,218,000 1946 3,364 41,807,000 
1927 9,906 29,070,000 1947 3,346 40,450,000 
1928 9,512 34,807,000 1948 2,860 61,005,000 
1929 7,924 29,101,000 1949 3,115 5.3,672,000 
1930 6,571 30,.356,000 1950 3,415 57,744,000 
1931 5,714 12,48.3,000 1951 2 , 249 .54 , 137, 000 
1932 3,677 3,257,000 1952 2 ,548 66,480,000 
1933 2,980 1,953,000 1953 2 , 107 n . a . 
So urce : 
19.34 .3,13.3 2,318,000 u. s . Dept • of Lab or 
Bureau of La b nr St a tistics 
- - -
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Residential Construction in Chicago. Cleveland and DaJlas 
The chart on page78 shows the relative picture of private residential 
construction in Chicago, Cleveland and Dallas for the years 1915 to 1953. 
The three cities were chosen by the author to show the trend in residentia 
building in large mid-Western cities. 
The peaks and valleys for all three cities occur in the same years 
indicating again that in large cities in the United States the trend is 
closely associated with national trend in construction. 
The most important fact illustrated by the chart on page 78 is that 
all three cities fell to a point where new private residential construe-
tion was less than ten million dollars regardless of how high they had 
been in 1926. The fall represented a 98% decline for Chicago from 1926 
to 1933. 
In recent years (1946-1952) Dallas has experienced the greatest 
increase in new homes in its history and is now well ahead of the nation-
al average for residential construction. 
Dallas includes Dallas County, Texas 
Cleveland includes Onyokoga and Lake Counties, Ohio 
Chicago includes Cook, DuPage, Kane, Lake and Will Counties, 
Illinois and Lalce County, Indiana 
II 
l 
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
Total Construction 
Number of Valuation Number of vs.lue.tion 
Residential in Residential in 
Dates Homes ~ Doll~!.§--'-_ Dates Homes -Dollars 
,-~ 
1915 10,340 97,291,000 1935 4,237 17,839,000 
1916 10,277 112,835,000 1936 5,670 a5,911,000 
1917 4,838 49,168,000 1937 5,830 35,957,000 
1918 2,529 34, '792,000 1938 5,676 29,350,000 
1919 6,589 104,199,000 1939 7,731 52,135,000 
1920 7,246 84,603,000 1940 8,122 .'62, 419 '000 
1921 25,800 133,028,000 1941 5,403 64,3'i8,ooo 
1922 27,926 229,853,000 1942 3,870 98,290,000 
1923 31,990 334,164,000 1943 4,065 69,775,000 
1924 34,315 308,911,000 1944 3,970 35,751,000 
1925 31,954 373,804,000 1945 4,227 61,699,000 
1926 28,660 376,808,000 1946 7,341 122,405,000 
1927 26,100 365,065,000 1947 5,455 120,705,000 
1928 19,982 323,509,000 1948 6,285 173,300,000 
1929 15,849 210,'798-f.OOO 1949 8,091 163,177,000 
1930 10,380 85,749,000 1950 16,196 269,782,000 
1931 6,619 66,694,000 1951 9 ,53.5 218 ,775 , 000 
1932 3,872 12,881,000 1952 10,718 192, 253 , 000 
1933 3,166 5,729,000 1953 10 , 312 n.a. 
Source : 
1934 3,201 10,176,000 U. S. Dept . of Labor 
Bure au of Labor St at' s tics 
- =-#' =---=--= -=:: _:::::--- - -====- - Helv Construction 191.5-19.53 t-
- = 
Number of 
Residential 
Dates .::H:.::om:.::e~s;.._ _ 
1915 14,451 
1916 14,022 
1917 11,952 
1918 8,668 
1919 12,283 
1920 11,320 
1921 15,806 
1922 12,460 
1923 21,120 
1924 16,952 
1925 16,128 
1926 13,912 
1927 12;108 
1928 10,593 
1929 9,863 
1930 7,637 
1931 6,645 
1932 3,612 
1933 3,005 
1934 2,871 
- -- -- --
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Total Construction 
Valuation 
in 
- ~ DQ..U.?X..§ 
32,660,000 
33,108,000 
30,484,000 
16,386,000 
47,708,000 
64,199,000 
86,680,000 
54,351,000 
72,450,000 
62,980,000 
67,916,000 
61,777,000 
45,481,000 
56,159,000 
37,783,000 
32,554,000 
11,991,000 
12,048,000 
2,750,000 
Number of Valuation 
Residential in 
Dates Homes ' ~.DPl.lar..s.... 
1935 3,549 12,357,000 
1936 4,800 8,887,000 
1937 4,729 11,334,000 
1938 4,567 7,390,000 
1939 - 6, 761 20,667,000 
1940 7,022 26,130,000 
1941 3,383 58,568,000 
1942 1,461 34,511,000 
1943 3,011 23,774,000 
1944 1,821 22,271,000 
1945 881 24,214,000 
1946 2,157 38,547,000 
1947 2,123 43,028,000 
1948 1,032 40,766,000 
~949 2,195 40,753,000 
1950 2,913 66,489,000 
1951 l' 683 65 ' 978 ' 000 
1952 2 , 567 57,244 , 000 
1953 2 , 242 n. a . 
3,262,000 S ource : 
U. 0 . Dept . of L~bor 
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Bureau of Labor S tatistics 
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DALLAS, TEXAS 
Total Construction 
Number of Valuation Number of Val uation 
Resi dential in Residential i n 
Dates Homes _,_Dollar.§_ Dates Homes . Dollg,rS_:_ 
1915 3,423,000 1935 3,330 5,183,000 
1916 1,523 4,293,000 1936 4,304 11,596,000 
1917 814 3,578,000 1937 4,066 7,534,000 
1918 537 1,668,000 1938 4,747 8,853,000 
1919 1,594 14,696,000 1939 5,009 10,877,000 
1920 2,569 13,421,000 1940 5,975 12,084,000 
1921 4,455 14,800,000 1941 3,201 13,414,000 
l922 4,547 18,617,000 1942 1,192 6,741,000 
1923 5,518 25,231,000 1943 1,430 5,8'79,000 
1924 5,241 27,'795,000 1944 1,620 7,105,000 
1925 5,283 28,354,000 1945 1,459 17,477,000 
1926. 4,262 16,123,.000 1946 5,546 44,628,000 
1927 3,533 9,774,000 1947 7,736 53,258,000 
1928 3,428 8,089,000 1948 6,981 76,061,000 
1929 3,251 9,660,000 1949 6,309 69,0'79,000 
I 1930 3,325 11,028,000 1950 12,197 132,948,000 
1931 3,0'71. 4,348,000 1951 7' 609 98 ,866,000 
1932 2,409 2,222,000 1952 6,972 102,409 ,000 
' 
1933 3,044 1,821,000 1953 6,389 n . a. . 
-
---
1934 2,59.4 - 2,551,000 ource : U. S. Dept . of Lab or 
Buren u of Lab or St atistics 
~=- ~ ---=--==- =-=-- -- - - )ie;v- Construct ion 1915- 19.53 
--- -==--=== - -
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Residential Construction in Loa Angeles. Boston and Atlanta 
The chart on page 83shows the relative picture in new private resi-
dential construction in the cities of Los Angeles, Boston and Atlanta 
for the years 1915 to 1953. 
Since World War II Los Angeles has had a tremendous growth in new 
homes, well above the national average, Until 1944, Atlanta was the poor , 
step-child in residential building. Since 1944, however, Atlanta has 
climbed in amount of new private residential building to a point almost 
equal to Boston1s building and if future trends can be predicted from 
this chart, Atlanta may surpass Boston in the near future. 
:Boston and Atlanta have had steady trends upward and downward, 
without too much deviation, but Los Angeles• construction has risen to 
I 
the highest peaks of any city and fallen to depths (1918 and 1953) as low Jl 
as all the other cities. 
Atl~~ta includes Cobb, DeXalb, Fulton Counties, Georgia. 
Boston, see page • 
Los Angeles includes Los Angeles and Orange Counties, California 
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ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
TQtal Construction 
Number of Valuation Number of Valuation 
Residential in Residential in 
Dates Homes P.oll_ar._s· . Dates Homes . Dollars 
1915 Z752 4,589,000. 1935 413 693,000 
1916 2419 3,6a6,000 1936 476 766,000 
1917 2274 4,96a,ooo 1937 385 737,000 
1918 2044 3,572,000 19.38 45$ 952,000 
1919 3022 10,443,000 1939 1021 2,065,000 
1920 2618 13,373,000 1940 96a 1,692,000 
1921 3$40 11,237,000 1941 1291 6,675,000 
1922 5180 20,556,000 1942 385 2,213,000 
1923 4576 26,596,000 1943 289 1,993,000 
1924 4501 17,976,000 1944 604 4,070,000 
1925 3$49 10,153,000 1945 534 8,395,000 
1926 3784 17,713,000 1946 1533 23,403,000 
1927 1965 1,459,000 1947 13'i9 28,439,000 
1928 2233 "1,551,000 1948 1071 31,822,000 
1929 1884 1,137,000 1949 2144 30,416,000 
1930 989 715,000 1950 37'13 48,569,000 
1931 964 732,000 1951 2352 35,675,000 
1932 624 420,000 1952 2851 41,187, 000 
1933 ~.57 372,000 1953 3941 11 . a . 
1934 1...48 'i94,000 Source : 
u. s . Dept. of La':lo r 
Bureau ., of Lab or 0 t t'l tist i cs 
~ew Construction 1915-1953' . 
- -=--~ -
- -
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LOS ANGELES, _CALIFORNIA 
Total Construction 
NumbE~r of Valuation Number of Valuation 
Residential in Residential in 
Dates ~3 DqJ..1ars :. Dates Homes ~ Dollars , 
·- - --
1915 7845 ll,889,000. 1935 21,559 32,519,000 
1916 7565 15,036,000 1936 30,571 64,105,000 
1917 6699 16,932,000 1937 32,884 64,614,000 
191S 6.381 8,679,000 19.38 35,563 .. 70,969,000 
1919 13209 28,226,000 1939 39,141 75,637,000 
1920 25,555 60,024,000 1940 40,108 91,063,000 
1921 37,206 82,761,000 1941 19,308 117,162,000 
1922 47,397 - 121,207,000 1942 15,049 93,302,000 
1923 62,548 200,133,000 1943 3,408 -. 39,591,000 
i924 51,134 150,148,000 1944 9,091 66,295,000 
1925 43,979 152,646,ooq 1945 8,063 91,300,000 
1926 37,4~ · . 123,006,000 1946 24,532 227,742,000 
1927 37,655 123,027,000 1947 21,138 259,041,000 
1928 33,195 101,679,000 1948 30,328 372,9'78,000 
1929 31,722 93,020,000 1949 26,101 282,301,000 
1930 30,614 75,357,000 1950 30,798 407,096,000 
1931 25,311 41,422,000 1951 18,627 274 , 709,000 
1932 17,122 17,786,000 1952 28 , 351 372' 675 ' 000 
1933 15,873 15,396,000 1953 29,158 n . a . 
1934 15,966 14,968,000 
Source : ---.:.... __ 
u. s . Dept . of Labor 
• Bure a u of LRoor St a tist i cs 
-===- -=-=-=-= -- ------
He,.<T Cons truction 1915- 1953 
.. . 
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Comparison o£' Selected Cities in the United States in 1952 
The map pictured on page 87 shows the percent that each of the 
seven selecte-d cities is of the total for the seven. It in no way 
indicates the: relative position of each of the selected cities to the 
national picture. 
Los Ange:l es ,.,i th 51~ is far ahead of every other area. in the amount 
of new private residential building. The cities of Seattle, Boston, 
page 86 
Atlanta and Cileveland all had 5'f, of the total. Chicago with 1~ is ex-
pected to be second following Los Angeles, but the growth of Dallas 
residential tuilding to third place well ahead of Seattle, Boston, Atlanta 
and Clevela.ncl is ail indication of the strides that the Southwest has taken jl 
in recent yeELrs. 
J ==~========~==============================~~~====-============~~~~~======--
COMPARISONS OF SELECTED CITIES 
VALUE OF CONSTRUCTION 
,~.f.\ .. 
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APPENDIX 
Definition of Construction 
Construction, within the context of this bulletin, is de-
fined to include the design and erection of immobile structures and 
utilities together with service facilities which become integral 
parts of the structures and are essential to their use for any genera.l 
purpose. Only new construction, including major additions and altera-
tions, iB included; maintenance and repair work is excluded. 
page89 
Structures include buildings, dams, storage reservoirs, levees, canals, 
docks, refineries, storage tanks and silos, highways, airfields, 
bridges, tunnels, railroads and street rail~~ys, roadways, water and 
signal towers, etc. Utilities include electric light and power trans-
mission and distribution lines, petroleum and ga~ pipelines and 
distribution lines; telephone and telegraph lines; radio, television, 
and radar towers; water supply lines; sewers; and all similar 
installations supplying utility services. 
Service facilities include those types of immobile equipment 
which when installed become an integral part of the structure and are 
necessary to any general use of the structure; such as, plumbing, 
heating, e.ir conditioning, lighting equipment, elevators and escalators. 
Excluded are separable equipment and furnishings designed to prepare 
the structure for a specific use; such as, production equipment, 
store furnishings, school lockers and desks, church pews, etc. 
-'=--''--'-=""-- - ---=----
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l~LIA1 ILITY OF DATA 
Data on the velue of constr uc tion in the United St a tes are esiima.tes 
ba sed on the best avc:.ila1Jle 9r ima ry date , a djusted as necessary to approx i -
mate a complete and compre hensive me a sure of c onstruction activity. 
Re l iabil i ty of t he es tima t es of most of t he construction categories 
c cnnot be measured in mathemati cal te rms , since the r e are no benchmarks 
a nd since only a portion of t he basic data are s ub ject to the t ype of 
veriation 1:1h i ch arises out of sarn:9l ing . The estimates p robabl y :are more a n 
underst a tement of the cbso l ute level thr-m an overs t a teme n t ; however , s ince 
a.ny b i as inherent in t he dRte. i s l i kely to be fairly c onstant , t he dat a 
shoul d yie l d a reasonahl y :!B liabl e me a sure of year- to - ye a r c hflnge s . 
~~ =:::::;_-_ --=--------
- 1 
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SOURCES AND TECHNIQUES FOR ESTIMATES OF EXPENDITURES AND LABOR 
REQUIREivJ:ENTS FDR NEvi CONSTRUCTION 
Procedures for estimating expenditures on n~w construction are deter-
mined l a rgely by the na ture of the source data. As additional sources of 
data have become available, the coverage of the series has been extended 
from time to time, put in pla ce in continental ,United States from 1915 to 
date. The most recent general revision; which ef?tablished the present 
comprehensive covera ge, was completed about the middle of 1950. At that 
time, estimates were introduced to represent previously missing· segments, 
including addi t ions and alterations to priva te nonfa rm residential build-
ings, miscellaneous priva te nonbuilding construction, atomic energy facil-
ities construct ion, and construction under various Federal work-relief 
programs. 
The estimates undergo an annual revie'' (usually in April) to int roduce 
changes arising primarily from the use of the l a test available source data . 
These revi sions are generally limited to 1 or 2 preceding year s . This year,
1 
however, improved data were available for some categories beginni ng with 
1947; therefore, the figures for 1947 and subsequent years presented in 
previous expenditures pamphlets have been revised in this issue. 
The princi pal sources used currently for information on different 
major classes of construction are shown in the following table: 
I 
SOURCES USED IN ESTIMATING EXPENDITURES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION, 
BY OWNERSHIP AND TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION 
Qwnership and type of construction Source of basic data 
Private 
Residential building (nonfarm) 
Nonresidential building (nonfarm) 
All types 
Farm Construction: All Types 
Public utilities: 
Ra.ilroads 
Telephone and telegraph 
Other public utilities: 
Local transit 
Petroleum pipeline 
Electric light and power 
Gas 
Public 
Residential 
BLS building permit reports and 
field studies 
F. W. Dodge Construction contract 
avard reports 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
Interstate Commerce Commission 
Association of American Railroads 
American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company 
Western Union Telegraph Company 
American Transit Association 
Interstate Commerce Commission 
Federal Power Commission 
American Gas Associations 
Public Housing Administra tion 
r 
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State and local housing authoxities ' 
Nonresidential building: 
Industrial 
Educational 
Hospital and institutional 
F. W. Dodge and. other contract 
. a-1-rards data 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Office of Chief of Engineers 
Bureau of Yards and Docks 
General Services Administration 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
F. W. Dodge and other contract 
·awards data 
Community Facilities Service H.H.F.A. 
Office 'tYf Chief of Engineers 
Public Health Service 
Public Buildings Service,G.S.A. 
Veterans·· Administration 
F. W. Dodge and other contract 
awards data 
r 
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SOURCES USED IN ESTIMATING EXPENDITURES FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION, 
BY OvillERSHIP AND TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION - Continued 
Ownership and type of construction Source of basic data 
public 
All other nonresidential 
Military and naval facilities 
Highways 
Sewer and wat er 
Miscellaneous public service 
enterprises 
Cqnservation and development 
All other public 
Federal agency supervising con-
struction 
Budget of the United States 
F. w. Dodge and other contract 
awards data 
Office of Chief of ~ngineers 
Bureau of Yards and Docks 
Coast Guard 
Bureau of Public Roads 
F. v. Dodge and other contract 
awards data 
Bureau of the census sta tistics of 
city finances 
Civil Aeronautics Administration 
F. "\!!. Dodge and other contract 
awards data 
Bureau of the Census statistics of 
city finances 
Bureau of rteclamation 
Office of Chief of Engineers 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
Budget of the United States 
Budget of the United States 
F. w. Dodge and other contract 
awards data 
The procedure for each type of construction follows one or more of 
three general patterns: (1) all types of private construction, except farm 
and public utility, and all types of State and local public consti~ction, 
except those which are federally aided, are estimated from contract awards 
or building permits; (2) construction by priva tely owned public utilities 
SOURCES USED IN ESTIMATING EXPENDITURES FOR NEWJ CONSTRUCTION, 
BY 0\~ERSHIP AND TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION - Continued 
on individual projects. 
-=-c- ~--=-=---==-= - -- ~ ==="'=-
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PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION (EXCEPT UTILITIES AND FARM), 
STATE AND LOCAL PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION (EXCEPT WITH FEDERAL AID) 
Techniques for Estimating the Va.lue of Work Started 
Building permits and contract awards are the main sources of infor-
mation on private nonfarm residential and nonresidential building and on 
practically all types of State and local public construction other than 
highways, hospitals, schools, and airports which are federally aided. 
They are for most years the basis for estimates of about 60 percent of 
the total value of all new construction. These two sources requirE! 
supplementation in order to reflect fully the value of private nonfarm 
building and of State and local public construction started. 
Private Nonfarm Residential Building 
For a detailed discussion of the techniques used in deriving the 
estimates of new nonfarm housing started see Section III of Department 
of Labor Bulletin No. 933, Techniques of Pr eparing Major BLS Statistical 
Series . Briefly, these estimates are derived from monthly reports to the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics on the number and va~ue of dwelling units 
authorized by building permits in nearly 6,000 urban and rural permit-
issuing places; and from field surveys in a sample of nonpermit places. 
The permit data are adjusted for lapsed permits and a lag between permit 
II 
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I 
issuance and start of construction; the field surveys yield actual starts I 
information. 
In deriving estimates of the construction cost of the new dwelling 
units started, separate inflating factors are applied to the urban and 
rural permit segments to compensate for the understatement of cost in-
herent in permit valuation. These factors are revised periodically on 
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Private Nonfarm Residential Building - Continued: 
the basis of information obtained from field surveys in which permit 
valuation and the construction cost reported by builders and contractors 
are compared for a large sample of projects. The construction cost of 
units started in rural nonpermi t area.s is obtained from the same surveys 
in which the number of units is determined. These sample results on num-
ber and cost are weighted to give total estimates for the segment. The 
estimates of cost for the different segments (urban, rural permit, and 
rural nonpermi t) are then combined to give a total estimated construction 
cost of new dHelling units started. 
To derive the eA~enditures for new dwel ling units, an expenditure 
pattern is then applied to this construction cost figure to estimate the 
amount of work put in place in the months following start of construction. 
This pattern is derived from: (1) special studies of construction time to 
obtain a distribution of completions in the month of start, in the follow-
ing month, and son on; and (2) studies of the progress on actual jobs to 
develop typical patterns for jobs of 2-months durs.tion, 3-months duration 
and so on. The final expenditure pattern is an average of these patterns 
for different lengths of construction time weighted by the proportion of 
the units started which are completed in these various lengths of time. 
The expendi~ures in any particular month are the aggregate of the value 
of work put in place during the month; (1) on projects started duri g the 
the month and (2) on projects started in s.ny previous month which are 
still under construction. 
I 
Private Nonfarm· Nonresidential Building, and State and 
Loca.l Public Construction (Except With .t"ederal Aid) 
Records of contract awards compiled by the .i!' . 1>!. Dodge Corporation 
indicate the volume of building about to be started in the 37 States east 
of the Rocky Hountains. These data are the principal basis for estimates 
of the value of construction of private industrial, commercial, hospital, 
social and recreational buildings and similar nonresidenti&.l structures, 
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and for estimates of non-Fededal public const1~1ction such as schools, hos- : 
pi ta.ls, publie administration buildings, sewage disposal and water supply 
facilities; public utilities, and similar types of State and local con-
struction in the 37 States east of the Rocky Mountains. In the case of 
hospitals built by private and public institutions with Federal aid under 
the National Hospital Program, expenditures figures are obtained from 
progress reports made available by the Public Health Service. 
Several adjustments are made to the Dodge data in order to arrive at 
estimates .of the value of private nonresidential building and of State 
and local .public construction actually started throughout the country. A 
brief description of the adjustments follows: 
1. Cancellations.- A contract for construction may be canceled or 
indefinitely postponed. In the Dodge reports, adjustments for cancella-
tions and corrections are included in data for the month in which 
cancellations and corrections are ascertained, rather than for the month 
in Hhich the contract was originally reported. Where such cancellations 
or corrections would signigicantly affect measurements of construction 
activity, appropriate revisions are made. 
---- -~-- ==== 
2. Undercoverage in 37 Eastern States. - An adjustment is made to 
allow for proJects not included in the . Dodge reports. The omissions are 
chiefly smaller projects and force-account work. 
3. Expansion to cover 11 Western States . -Building-permit data are 
available for practically all of the urban pl aces in the 11 Sta.tes of the 
Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast ~egions not covered by Dodge reports. 
In addition, reports on construction contracts awarded in these States 
appear in the "Rocky Mountain Contractor", the "Daily Pacific Builder", 
and other similar publications. Data from these sources are used to 
supplement Dodge reports for the 37 Eastern States to obtain complete 
coverage of private nonresidential construction about to be started 
'I 
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throughout the entire continental United States. Extensive correspondence 
also is carried on with State and local officials to obtain a complete 
record of State and local public construction. 
4. Duplications in public utility buildings data.- Offices, ware-
houses, and other buildings constructed by public utilities are included in 
the total value of construction reported by the various basic sources of 
utili ties data , and a.re also included in Dodge reports for nonresidential 
buildings . To eliminate this duplication, estimates for buildings con-
structed by public utilities are subtracted from total values of warehouses, 
offi ce 8.nd loft .buildings in the private nonresidential segment. Thus, 
an office building constructed by an electric power company is included, 
not under nonresidential building, but under utility construction. 
I 
II I 
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5. Translation of contract awards into work ste.rted.- No definite 
lag patterns have been established for private nonresidential building 
Bnd State and local public construction which are estimated primarily from 
contract awards. Some projects are started within the same month in which 
contracts are awarded, others are not started until bro or three months 
later. Translation of contract awards into work started on these types of 
construction is done by more or less arbitrarily assuming that all projects 
are started in the month following that in which contracts are awarded. 
Conversion of the Value of Construction Started 
to Construction Expenditures .-
--
--...... 
Construction projects take several months to complete after they are 
started. A certain percentage of the total value of the projec is "put 
in place" during the first month, an additional percentage during ·the 
second month, and son on. Through surveys of thousands of actual projects, 
the Departments of Labor and Commerce have establis~ed typical progress 
patterns for various types and sizes of projects. Modifications of 
these patterns were made during the war years from data collect ed by the 
War Production Board and during the immediate postwar years when materials 
shortages delayed construction and on the basi~ of data collect ed by the 
Labor Department for the National Housing Agency and by the Commerce De-
partment for the Civilian Production Administration. The pa tterns are 
subjected to constant revision as additional information becomes available 
and on the basis of judgement gained through experience over a decade of 
study. 
The following tabula tion demonstrates in an abbreviated form how 
the total value of work started each month is converted into estimates of 
the value of work put in place by applying progress patterns. Let us 
assume that t he total value of all projects upon which work was begun in 
January was $5 million. Applying the appropriate timing pattern for this 
particular type of construction, taking into account the time of year in 
which work was begun and the average size of the projects involved, the 
distribution of the $5 million into the value of vrork put in place (ex-
penditures) would be as follows: $500,000 in January, $1,000,000. in 
February, $2,000,000. in March, and so on. The total value of work done 
in any one month is the sume of ·the estimated values of work done during 
that month on all projects under way at that time. For example, the $9.6 
million expenditures for May shown in the table below consist of 
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$500,000. from January sta~ts, plus $1,400,000. from February starts, etc. 
' Month 
in Value 
Value of Work Put In Place Each Month 
( in thousands) 
>Thich of work Jan. .Feb. Mar. April May June July Aug. Sept.Oct-.Nov.Dec. 
work started 
start 
, ed 
. Jan. $5,000 
Fe''Q. 7,000 
Mar. 10,000 
' Apr. 15,000 · 
Hay 12,000 
June 9,000 
July 11,000 
,&ug. 8,000 
Sept. 7,000 
Oct. 5,000 
Nov. 6,000. 
Dec. 3,000 
$500 $1,000 $2,000 $1,000 $500 
700 1,400 2,800 1,400 $700 
800 1,700 3,500 2,500 $1,000 $500 
1,500 3,000 5,700 3,450 1,050 $300 
1,200 2,400 4,560 2,760 840$240 
1,080 2,250 3,600 1,3~ 720 
1,100 2,200 4,18J 2,5~'7';0$2~0 
960 2,CXX) 3,2m 1;m Qto 
840 1,75) 2,8;1) ~ 050 
600 ],2502,0)0 
60o JL,200 
II 3CO 
9600. 14380 12,3Eo ll,O'"iD 9,5]0 9,040 6,62o·l 5,410 
-=-- -----=--=-- - --- - ---
1 
FARM CONSTRUCTION 
Annual estimates of farm construction are prepared by the bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture. They were 
first published in March, 1941 in 11 Income Parity for Agriculture, 11 Part 
II, Section 5. In recent years, the B.A.E. has conducted surveys of 
expenditures by farm operators for construction in 1946 and 1949. The 
results of these surveys have been incorporated in the present estimates. 
Current monthly estimates of farm construction are prepared by the 
Department of Commerce by projecting annual estimates for the preceding 
year on the basis of the trend of farm income and applying a seasonal 
pattern to the annual totals. 
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PUBLIC UTILITIES CONSTRUCTION 
Extimates of the value of new construction by privately owned public 
utilities are made basically from financial reports showing outlays for 
construction. Since financial reports usually are made up some time after 
the close of the year, estimates are made during the interim period by 
analyzing budgetary and other reports, and applying seasonal patterns. 
These preliminary figures are revised when the financial reports become 
available. Sources of data used as a basis for preparing both the pre-
liminary and the final estimates for the various major classes of privately 
owned public utilities construction are described below: 
1. Railroad. -- Final estimates are based on an annual summary of 
construction e:xpendi tures prepared by the Interstate Commerce Com.rnission 
from reports to that agency by all Class I railroads. Const ruction expend-
itures by Class I railroads are adjusted upward to allow for construction 
by other classes of railroads. Provisional data compiled monthly by the 
Interstate Commerce Commission are used to prepare preliminary monthly 
estimates. These preliminary estimates are adjusted, first, shortly after 
the close of t he year when the annual report of the Bureau of hailway 
Economics of the Association of American Railroads becomes available. They 
are revised again to correspond with the official figures of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission which are used subsequently. 
2. Local transit.-- The Transit Fact Book,annual publication of the 
American Transit Association, provides the basic source for estimates of 
capital expenditures of transit companies in the United States. Monthly 
estimates are based on the trend shown by other public utilities. 
----- -- --=-== 
3. Petroleum pipe line.--Annual reports by oil companies covering 
their capital expenditures filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission 
form t he primary basis for monthly estimates. These reports are adjusted 
to eliminate purchases of existing lines and to allow for expenditures of 
compani es not required to file reports with the I.c.c. Monthly estimates 
are made on the basis of the trend sho~m by Dodge contract awards data and 
by quarterly d~ta of the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
4. Electric light and power.--Annual r eports to the i'ederal Power 
Commission by Class A and B electric utilities are used to prepare final 
estimates . These reports are adjusted to exclude purchases of existing 
facilities and to allol-T for cons truction by small companies not required to 
file reports wi th the F.P.C. Monthly estimates are based on the trend 
sho\olll by Dodge contract awards data and by quarterly r eports of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission on capital expenditures of utility 
companies. 
5. Gas.--Annual _data published by the American Gas Association are 
the basis for final estimates. They cover both manufactured and natural 
gas facilities, and include gas transmission lines as well a s local dis-
tribution lines . The A.G.A. data are adjusted to eliminate manufacturing 
and p~~ping machinery and equipment purchases. Monthly estimates ar e based 
on trends indicated by Dodge contract awards, and on quarterly statistics 
compiled by the Securities and Exchange Commission on capital expenditures 
of utilities • . 
6. Telephone and Telegraph. --Monthly es timates of new construction 
expenditures by the entire. telephone industry in t he United States, as 
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prepared by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, are used without 
adjustment. The A. T. and T. summarizes reports from member companies of 
the Bell System and includes an estimate of construction by independent 
companies. 
Monthly statements of construction expenditures by the Western Union 
Telegr aph Company e,re used as received from the Company. 
=-~--- - =- ·=-======='--='=~~---===--= 
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FEDERP~ CONSTRUCTION ( INCLUDING FEDERAL-AID PROGRP~S) 
Esti~ates of the value of most of the principal types of construction 
participated in by the Federal Government, either directly or t hrough 
Federal aid, are based on reports of contracts awarded and progr ess reports 
supplied by the administering Federal agencies. Sources of datafur the 
various ~ajor programs are described below: 
Public Housing 
Since 1949 nevr public residential construction has fallen into three 
main categories: (s)projects under the U.S. Housing Act of 1949, (b) State 
and local programs involving no Federal participation and (c) federally 
owned housing on governmental installations, e.g., military and naval bases, 
atomic energy installations, national parks, reclamation projects, etc. 
Methods of estimating expenditures vary from program to program de-
pending on thearailable data. Estimates of the value of work accomplished 
on New York City Housing Authority projects, including both those under the 
u.s. Housing Act of 1949 and those built entirely under State and local 
auspices, are based on progress reports prepared by the N.Y.C.H.A. to 
dete1mine payments to contractors for work actually putiin place. 
For all other projects under either of the U.S. Housing Act of 1949 
or Stete and local programs, the estimates of expenditures are derived by 
applying to the construction cost of each project an appropriate progress 
pattern, as determined by the expected duration of construction. Data 
on costs and estimated completion dates for projects under the Federal pro-
gram are reported by the Public Housing Administration, while similar inform-
ation for State and local projects is supplied by State or local authorities. 
- -~ 
With one exception, category (c), or federally owned housing, is not 
included under "public residential building." Outlays for housing built 
by the Department of Defense are included under "military and naval," 
housing at the sites of reclamation and flood control projects is included 
in the''conservation and development 11 category, etc. The one exception is 
housing at atomic energy installations which is included under public 
residential. 
Expenditures for federally constructed housing built during the de-
pression, defense, e..nd war periods ~nder the Lanham .Act as amended, and 
for the Veterans' Temporary Re-use Housing Program in 1946-48, were 
estimated from progress reports by the Public Works .Administration, the 
U. s. Housing Authority, and the Public Housing Administration. 
Nonresidential Building 
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1. Hospital and Institutional.--Two major programs are involved, that 
of the Veterans Administration, and the National Hospital Program. Esti-
mates of the value of veterans hospital building are based on month~y 
, progress reports supplied to the Office of Chief of Engineers or to the 
Veterans Administration by project engineers in the field. 
The National Hospital Program is one of the Federal aid to public 
bodies and nonprofit private institutions. Estimates of the value of work 
done under this program are prepared from progress reports on the individual 
projects submitted by State agencies administering the program to the 
Hospital Facilities Division of the Public Health Service. 
2. Educational-- Public Law 815, 8lst Congress, 2d Session, provides 
for Dederal financial assistance in the construction of schools in areas 
which are overtaxed due to the establishment or expansion of facilities 
-=-=·=-- --:=--- =--=-=~ =-== =·-===-= 
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by or for the Federal gove.rnment. Monthly estimates of the value of work 
resulting from this and associatedprograms are prepared from construction 
progress reports submitted to the Washington off ice of the l.ommunity 
Facilities Service of the H.H.F.A. ~rior to the program under Public Law 
815 and subsequent to the completion of the Veterans' .c;ducational Facili-
ties Program in 1948, there was little expenditure of l< ederal funds for 
construction of educational institutions. 
3. Atomic Ener~ F'acilities.--Estimates of expenditures for con-
struction of Atomic Energy research and production facilities are obtained 
from the Atomic Energy Commission. 
4. Other Federal Buildings.-- Construction represented in this group 
is contracted primarily by the Public Buildings Service. The group also 
includes construction by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
the Bureau of Prisons, and other Federal agencies having relatively small 
construction programs. Estimates of the value of this class of construction 
are based mostly on progress reports submitted to the supervising agencies. 
For agencies which €mgage in construction only occasionally or on a small 
scale, however, estimates are prepared from data on work started, or from 
the Budget of the United States. 
Military and Naval Facilities 
Estimates are based on monthly progress report tabulations obtained 
from the Office of Chief of Engineers of the Army and on monthly progress 
report listings obtained from the Bureau of Yards and Docks of t he Navy. 
==-==- --
HigpHays, Streets, a.nd Roads. 
Currently the Federal-aid HighHay Program accounts for rougb~y 40 
percent of the total highway construction in the United States. Monthly 
estimates of the value of work accomplished under this Program are pre-
pared from reports of the Bureau of Public Roads showing State "earnings , 11 
which are based primarily on reports by engineers of the progress made 
. 
·on- individual projects. The Bureau of Public Roads also compiles annual 
reports of highway construction on Federal lands. Monthly estimates for 
the latter are based on trends of the Federal-aid Program. 
State, county and municipal highway, road and street construction 
outside of the Federal-aid Program is estimated basically from special 
financial reports submitted annually through State highway departments to 
the Bureau of Public Roads. Again, monthly estima tes are based on the 
trend of the Federal-aid Program, and on contract awards for construction 
of State roads. 
Conservation and Development 
The large part of construction to conserve, develop or control the 
Nation's water resources is carried on by the Bureau of Reclamation and 
the Civil Workds Division, Office of Chief of Engineers. Monthly progress 
reports of Government engineers on these projects prqvide the basis for 
expenditures .estimates. The Tennessee Valley Authority also prepares 
monthly summaries of the value of work put in place under its progre~. 
The value of the small balance of work in this classification carried on 
by such agencies as the International Boundary and Water Commission, 
United States and Mexico, is derived from annual fiscal statistics con-
tained in the Budget of the Unites States. Monthly estimates are 
. ---- ~--==-- ~ ::=... '--='=====.:.....~ ~--== 
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prepared for this small segment on the basis of progress on the programs 
of the two principal agencies in this field. 
Airports 
Most civil airport construction currently is undertaken with l'.edera.l 
aid under provisions of the Federal Airport Act of 1946. ~stimates of the 
value of this work are based on monthly progress reports to the Civil 
Aeronautics Administration. Expenditures for this type of construction 
are included in the catego~ designated as 1~1iscellaneous Public Service 
Enterprises." 
All Other Federal Construction 
The small amounts of Federal construction not included in the major 
classifications listed above are estimated generally from annual fiscal 
data in the Budget of the United States. 
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